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This publication deals with a paiticularly important and
timely problem. Unemployment, under-employment, low in-
comes, and poverty are matters of pubhc concern which have
recently received renewed emphasis. Among the groups gen-
erally recognized as having extremely low incomes are the small
Appalachian farmers.
The study reported here documents and quantifies the mag-
nitude of the low-income problem among the small farmers of
the Appalachian area. It evaluates the effectiveness of certain
policies and programs of the past in dealing with the problem.
The analysis reveals that price support, soil bank, and conserva-
tion programs of the past have been singularly ineffective in
solving or reHeving the low-income problem of this area. Alter-
native public policies for dealing with the problem are suggested.
This study, conducted by the West Virginia University Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, is a part of the Interregional Re-
search project entitled, "Impacts of Present and Proposed
Agricultural Price and Income Programs." It is an important
contribution to our knowledge about a serious and persistent
problem that deserves attention.
C. Peairs Wilson
Administrative Adviser
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2010 with funding from
Lyrasis IVIembers and Sloan Foundation
http://www.archive.org/details/towardssolvinglo499pavl
Summary
This report assesses the economic position of Appalachian farmers
relative to other farmers, estimates the value of commercial farm pro-
grams to Appalachian farmers, and suggests programs in lieu of com-
mercial farm programs which might bring incomes of Appalachian
farmers up to par with other farmers.
The study had four objectives: to estimate incomes and living
levels of Appalachian farmers and to compare them with those of U. S.
farmers generally; to estimate the effects of commercial programs on
Appalachian farm incomes; to evaluate the prospects for Appalachian
farmers to achieve satisfactory incomes from farming with the help of
commercial programs; and to draw policy conclusions for income im-
provement for these farmers.
Income estimates made in this study for the years 1956-1958 suggest
that Appalachian farmers do earn less on the average than other U. S.
farmers. Average income of typically Appalachian West Virginia farmers
was less than that of U. S. commercial farmers and all farmers by more
than $500 in two of the years under study and by more than $1,000 in
the third year. Estimates of living levels of Appalachian farmers, made
by means of a formula developed in this study and by using 1954 census
data, indicate that Appalachian farmers do Hve at lower levels than other
U. S. farmers. Almost two-thirds of the Appalachian counties fell into
the lowest one-fifth of all U. S. counties and most of the remaining fell
into the next lowest one-fifth.
Analysis of the effects of federal programs on Appalachian farm
income indicates that they are positive but small. Only one-third or
less of the Appalachian farmers participated directly in the Price Support,
the Soil Bank, and the Conservation Program in 1957-58. Direct pay-
ment per Appalachian farmer amounted to less than $45.00. Indirect
effects were estimated to average not more than $120 annually per
Appalachian farmer for the years 1954-58.
Analysis of land resources in West Virginia and human resources
on small West Virginia farms suggests that there is Httle prospect for
small Appalachian farmers to achieve satisfactory incomes from farming
because small farms cannot be enlarged to commercial size. When
farms were hypothetically enlarged to several times their present average
size by adding land, most did not provide minimum land resources for a
commercial operation. More than one-half of the low-income farmers on
small farms could not meet the labor requirement of a commercial farm
because of old age or other disabihty. The remainder were not willing
to consider farm enlargement.
Because opportunities for significant income improvement in agri-
culture are extremely limited for small Appalachian farmers, four non-
farm programs are suggested: a forest improvement program, a retraining
and outmigration program, increased welfare to the needy, and an
improved educational system for school-age youth. Crude cost-benefits
estimates for forest improvement in West Virginia suggest that such
projects could provide employment for all underemployed able-bodied
farm operators in the project area up to their retirement, provide some
supplementary income to most retired and disabled operators through
proceeds from the sale of land, take land permanently out of agriculture,
and perhaps yield a positive return on the total project investment.
Job retraining programs for unemployed adults should include job
placement wherever possible, particularly when employment opportu-
nities are outside the area. Since young people wiU need to migrate to
find employment for some time to come, the quahty of public education
in the Appalachian region should be improved to at least meet national
norms. This will require federal aid. General education and nonfarm
vocational training should be emphasized, and training in vocational
agriculture in most areas should be reoriented in the direction of greatest
employment potential.
The conclusions suggest some further areas of research. Since crude
cost-benefits estimates indicate that a forest improvement program
may be a feasible solution to the low-income problem for the present
generation of farmers, it may be well to study this solution further. A
comprehensive study of forestry prospects for the area, in a single and
multiple-use context, including long-run demand-supply estimates as a
basis for more precise cost-benefits estimates, is envisaged.
Retraining programs for the technologically unemployed and voca-
tional training for in-school and out-of-school youth presuppose em-
ployment upon completion of training. In light of the present structural
unemployment in the economy and the rate of technological advance,
research might well be undertaken to determine future manpower needs,
insofar as this is possible, so that training and retraining programs can
be tailored to these needs.
Towards Solving the Low-Income Problem
Of Small Farmers in the Appalachian Area
Anthony L. Pavlick*
THERE are two types of income problems in agriculture—those due to
low prices relative to costs and those due to low productivity. Pro-
grams to increase prices can deal with the price problem and hence the
income problem of commercial farmers. But these programs cannot
solve the income problem of noncommercial farmers because these
farmers do not produce in volume. Noncommercial farmers can profit
from commercial programs only if their production is increased sub-
stantially, thus enabling them to make a significant market contribution.
The income problem for most Appalachian farmers is one of low
productivity associated with limited resources. Appalachian farms are
small and farm income is low. Appalachian farmers do supplement their
farm incomes to some extent by income from off-farm work and from
other nonfarm sources.
It is generally believed that Appalachian farmers are among the
most poverty-stricken of American farmers. It has been stated that
Appalachian farmers benefit little, if at all, from commercial programs.
The first belief has been partially documented; the second not docu-
mented at all.
An important question regarding further attempts to solve the farm
income problem is "Can Appalachian farmers benefit from future com-
mercial programs?" If they cannot benefit, equity considerations may
require that programs better tailored to this group be examined.
This study had four objectives: first, to estimate incomes and
living levels of Appalachian farmers and to compare them with those of
U. S. farmers generally; second, to estimate the effects of commercial
programs on Appalachian farm incomes; third, to evaluate the prospects
for Appalachian farmers to achieve satisfactory incomes from farming,
with the help of commercial programs; and fourth, to draw some policy
conclusions for income improvement for these farmers.
The Appalachian area is a broad sweep of generally hilly and
mountainous land parallel to the Atlantic Coast. Within this area lie
West Virginia, parts of Pennsylvania, Ohio, Maryland, Kentucky, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, and Alabama. The study
• Anthony L. Pavlick, during the period of this study, was Research Associate, Department
of Agricultural Economics, West Virginia University. He is now with the Resources Development
Economics Division, U. S. Department of Agriculture, stationed at West Virginia University.
The author gratefully acknowledges all individuals and organizations who assisted the project.
Special thanks are due Homer C. Evans and the late W. W. Armentrout. The author, of course,
assumes sole responsibility for all material presented.
FIGURE 1. The Study Area
area included 181 contiguous counties in Virginia, West Virginia, Ohio,
Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carohna, and Georgia (Figure 1). These
counties made up 27 state economic areas' and five economic subregions,'^
as defined by the Census Bureau. Because the defined area is a sub-set
of the physiographic area, and in fact encompasses most of it, conclusions
drawn should be generally valid for the entire area.
The study area is about 400 miles long and 200 miles wide. It con-
tains 75,000 square miles, one-half of which are in farms. There were
about 320,000 farms in the area in 1954.
1 Donald J. Bogue, State Economic Areas: A Description of the Procedure Used in Making
a Functional Grouping of^ the Counties of the United States, U. S. Bureau of the Census (Wash-
ington: Government Printing Office, 1951).
2 Donald J. Bogue and Calvin L. Beale, Farm Population, Economic Subregions of the
United States, U. S. Bureau of the Census, Series Census—BAE, No. 19 (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1953).
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The definition and classification of farms and farm operators were
those used by the Census of Agriculture for 1954.^ The definition in-
cludes part-time and residential farms as well as commercial farms.
Part-time and residential farmers are included because a large number
of these farmers in the Appalachian area derive a substantial part of
their total income from farming. This dependence upon farming is in
rather sharp contrast to that of part-time and residential farmers in many
parts of the United States where such farms are primarily places of resi-
dence.
Incomes and Living Levels
Of Appalachian Farmers
Many studies provide evidence that Appalachian farmers earn less
and live at lower economic levels than other farmers. Strand, Heady,
and Seagraves found that Appalachian commercial farmers earn less
from farming than other commercial farmers." They estimated that in
1949 U. S. commercial farmers earned a $1,300 return to capital and a
$1,400 return to labor, while Appalachian commercial farmers earned
$800 for capital and $500 for labor. Grove found that, generally speaking,
income for U. S. farmers varied directly with size of farm as measured
by farm sales.^ Assuming that income by economic class of farm does
not vary between United States and Appalachian farmers, in 1949 the
U.S. farmers averaged $3,300 while Appalachian farmers averaged $2,500.
The "farm-operator family level-of-living index," a statistical measure
developed by workers in the U. S. Department of Agriculture, yields
evidence that Appalachian farmers live at lower economic levels than
other farmers."^ In 1954 the level of living index score was 140 for
3 Places of three or more acres were counted as farms if the annual value of agricultural
products, exclusive of home-garden products, amounted to $150 or more. The agricultural products
could have been either for home use or for sale. Places of less than three acres were counted as
farms only if the annual value of sales of agricultural products amounted to $150 or more. Places
for which the value of agricultural products for 1954 was less than these minima because of crop
failure or other unusual conditions, and places operated at the time of the survey for the first
time were counted as farms if normally they could be expected to produce these minimum
quantities of agricultural products.
A "farm operator" is a person who operates a farm, either performing the labor himself
or directly supervising it. He may be an owner, a hired manager, or a tenant, renter, or share-
cropper. If he rents land to others or has land cropped for him by others, he is listed as the
operator of only that land which he retains. In the case of a partnership, only one partner was
included as the operator. The number of farm operators is considered the same as the number of
farms.
4 Edwin G. Strand, Earl O. Heady, and James A. Seagraves, Productivity of Resources Used
on Commercial Farms, U. S. Department of Agriculture in cooperation with Iowa Agricultural
Experiment Station, Technical Bulletin No. 1128 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1955)
pp. 27-30.
5 Ernest W. Grove, "Per Capita Income by Economic Class of Farm, 1949," Agricultural
Economics Research, VIII No. 2 (April, 1956) p. 53.
6 Margaret Jarman Hagood, Gladys K. Bowles, and Robert R. Mount, Farm-Operator Family
Level-of-Living Indexes for Counties of the United States, 1945, 1950 and 1954, Agricultural
Marketing Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Statistical Bulletin No. 204 (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1957) pp. 24-78.
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U.S. farmers and 90 for Appalachian farmers.'' When Appalachian
counties are distributed among U. S. counties according to farm-operator
family level-of-living indexes, almost two-thirds fall in the lowest one-
fifth of all counties and one-thii-d fall in the next lowest one-fifth.
The U. S. Department of Agriculture report, Development of
Agriculture's Human Resources, uses the findings of two studies cited
above, plus a third to provide the most comprehensive evidence of low
income and low hving levels of Appalachian farmers.® Three criteria
are employed to identify the geographic areas of low income and low
hving levels and to evaluate the seriousness of this problem: (1) average
return of less than $1,000 to commercial farm operators and their
families for their labor and for their capital equity in the farm and
equipment, provided the level-of-Hving index in the area was below
the average for the region and one-fourth or more of its commercial
farms were low production farms; (2) a level-of-Hving index in the
lowest one-fifth of the nation; and (3) low production farms comprised
one-half or more of the commercial farms. If an area met all three
criteria, the problem was considered "serious," it it met two, "substantial,"
and one, "moderate." Under this classification system most of the
Appalachian area fell into the "serious" category. No Appalachian coun-
ty escaped identification as a problem area.
1. Income of Appalachian Farmers
In this section estimates of income from all sources for West Virginia
farmers were made in an attempt to provide a firmer base for conclusions
for comparing incomes of Appalachian farmers than is provided by
the studies cited. West Virginia farmers are beheved to be representa-
tive of Appalachian farmers because important income-determining
factors—gross farm sales, off-farm work by operator, and age of oper-
ator—of the two groups have similar distributions (Appendix Table 1).
Income was defined to include the annual retiun to the farm oper-
ator and his family for their labor and the return on the operator's
capital equity in the farm business; it includes annual income to the
operator and members of his family from off-farm employment, nonfarm
investments, and transfer payments.
Estimates were made for the years 1956-58. Estimates of the non-
farm income component for West Virginia farmers are based on data
7 Since census data for 1945 were used to construct the index formula, the index for the
United States for that year was set equal to 100. By 1954 this index had risen to 140 for U. S.
fanners, while for Appalachian farmers it had not yet attained 100, the level enjoyed by U. S.
farmers in 1945.
8 U. S. Department of Agriculture, Development of Agriculture's Human Resources, A Report
of LoW'Income Farmers (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1955) 44 pp.
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collected in a 1957 survey of 757 farm operators and a 1959 survey of
469 farm operators. Estimates of income from farming are those pub-
lished by the U. S. Department of Agriculture.' Estimates of income
to U. S. commercial farmers and to all farmers were made from data
published by the U. S. Department of Agriculture (the income estimating
procedures are given in Appendix Tables 2-4).
The findings substantiate the general belief about incomes of
Appalachian farmers. In each of the three years studied, average income
of West Virginia farmers lagged behind that of all U. S. farmers and
U. S. commercial farmers (Table 1). In 1956 and 1957 the income gap
between West Virginia farmers and other farmers was more than $500;
in 1958 the gap was more than $1,000.
TABLE 1. Average Income of West Virginia Farmers, AU Farmers and
Commercial Farmers, United States, 1956-58"
Description 1956 1957 1958











« The income estimating procedures are recorded in Appendix Tables 2-4.
2. Living Levels of Appalachian Farmers
In this section living levels of Appalachian and all U. S. farmers
were estimated and compared by means of an index designed to avoid
a bias thought to be inherent in the U. S. Department of Agriculture's
farm-operator family level-of-Hving index when applied to Appalachian
farmers. In that index one of the four items is "average value of products
sold or traded, in hundreds of dollars." Since Appalachian farmers earn
less than one-half of their incomes from farming and U. S. farmers earn
two-thirds of their incomes from this source, '° this index would appear
to bias level-of-living scores for Appalachian farmers downward relative
to scores of other farmers. To avoid bias a "modified" index was con-
structed which did not include this item. This modified index was
developed by using the same statistical techniques employed in con-
structing the U. S. Department of Agriculture's index except that 1954
county census data were used in place of 1945 data,''
9 Actually, the estimates of income from farming were adjusted to the open-country nature
of the samples in the process of estimating income to West Virginia farmers from all sources (the
samples are described in the Appendix).
10 Appendix Tables 2-3.
' 1 Details of index construction and a comparison of the two are given in the Appendix.
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The modified index formula yields evidence consistent with that
provided by the index used by the U. S. Department of Agriculture—
that levels of living of Appalachian farmers are lower than those of
U. S. farmers. While the United States level-of-living index score was
100 in 1954, the index for the Appalachian area was 57. When Appa-
lachian counties are distributed among U. S. counties according to level-
of-living indexes, almost two-thirds fall in the lowest one-fifth of all
counties and one-third fall in the next lowest one-fifth.
Effects of Federal Farm Programs
On Incomes of Appalachian Farmers
Programs considered in estimating the effects of federal programs
on Appalachian farm incomes are limited to those which affect substan-
tially the money income of farmers in the short run and which are most
costly to the federal government:'^ the Price Support,'^ the Soil Bank,
and the Agricultural Conservation programs. These programs affect
incomes directly through payments to farmers and indirectly through
governmental activity in the market, which affects the prices of com-
modities farmers buy and sell.
1. Direct Effects of Farm Programs
on Appalachian Farm Incomes
The number and amount of payments made to Appalachian farmers
in 1957 and 1958 are estimated in Table 2. Payments under the Price
Support Program include unredeemed loans, value of sales made
under purchase agreements, value of purchases made by the federal
government directly from farmers, and payments made to farmers under
the National Wool Act.^"^ Payments under the Soil Bank and Agricultural
Conservation programs include rental payments and conservation prac-
tice payments.
12 Appendix Table 5.
' 3 The Price Support Program is only one of a general category of price programs established
to stabilize farm prices and incomes, but it is perhaps the only price program important to
Appalachian farmers. Other price programs include Section 32, marketing agreement and order
programs, the sugar program, the International Wheat Agreement, and special milk programs.
(See Harry W. Henderson, Price Programs, Information Division, Commodity Stabilization Service,
tj. S. Department of Agriculture, Agriculture Information Bulletin No. 135 [Washington: Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1957] pp. 1-2, 31-47). The Price Support Program differs from other price
programs in that under it prices of a number of commodities are supported at some specified
dollars and cents minimum, and participating farmers are assured of the support price by the
Government through loans, purchases, purchase agreements or payments, depending upon the
commodity. The expression "Price Support Program" as used here refers to all programs in which
commodity prices are supported at some announced level. Some writers refer to this aggregate of
programs as "Price Support Programs."
'4 Data on price support operations by commodity in the Appalachian area for 1957 and 1958
are given in Appendix Table 6.
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TABLE 2. Payments Made to Appalachian Farmers Under Price Sup-














































* ASC Annual Reports for West Virginia, Virginia, Tennessee, North Carolina, and Georgia;
correspondence with state ASC committee for Kentucky and Ohio.
b Appalachian farmers numbered 314,000 in 1957 and 318,000 in 1958 according to Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Program data.
<= These payments include the value of materials delivered in lieu of cash; they also include
the cost of soil conservation technical service necessary to some conservation measures.
Appalachian farmers received about $14 million in payments in each
of the years studied. Roughly one-half this amount was paid under the
Agricultural Conservation Program, one-fifth under Price Support, and
one-fifth under the Acreage Reserve Program. The Conservation Re-
serve Program accounted for less than 5 per cent of total payments.'^
Only a fraction of the farmers were reached by these programs.
Only one-fourth of them participated in the Agricultural Conservation
Program, less than 10 per cent participated in the Price Support Program,
and less than 5 per cent and 1 per cent, respectively, participated in the
Acreage Reserve and the Conservation Reserve programs.
Average payments to participating farmers were small. While pay-
ments under tlie Conservation Reserve Program averaged about $500,
the average under the Acreage Reserve was $200, and the averages for
the Price Support and the Agricultural Conservation Program were $100
each. Since the larger farmers usually hold the larger contracts, and a
greater number of contracts per farmer, most of the farmers received less
than the average payments for the program in which they participated.
Considering the relatively small payments and the low rate of
participation, the direct effect of farm programs on Appalachian farm
income is small. If total payments made to participating Appalachian
farmers were divided equally among all Appalachian farmers, average
payment per farmer would be $45.00. This figure, however, would not
'5 Participation in the Conservation Reserve was increasing during the period; 1959 payments
under this program may well have been in excess of 5 per cent.
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represent an addition to each Appalachian farmer's net income. Part of
this income displaces other income that would result without the Price
Support and the Soil Bank programs and part of it accrues to cover
expenditures that might not be made without die Agricultural Conser-
vation Program. Commodities that move to CCC storage through loans,
purchase agreements, or purchases under the Price Support Program
would otherwise yield a return in the market; land idled under the Soil
Bank Program in exchange for payments would otherwise produce for the
market; and payments received by farmers under the Agricultural Con-
servation Program depend upon conservation expenditures. Thus direct
(net) income effects, per Appalachian farmer, amounted to less than
$45.00.
2. Indirect Effects of Federal Farm Programs
On Appalachian Farm Incomes
Farm programs affect the market prices of commodities that Appa-
lachian farmers handle either as production inputs or outputs. Thus,
Appalachian farmers are affected indirectly by farm programs. While all
three programs affect commodity prices, only the Price Support and
Production Control Program and the Soil Bank Program affect prices in
the short run; hence only the effects of these two programs are con-
sidered.
Indirect effects are estimated by comparing market derived gross
farm incomes under two situations, one with the Price Support and Pro-
duction Control and the Soil Bank programs and the other without. Gross
farm income for the first situation is estimated using recent Appalachian
price and production data. Gross farm income in the second situation,
under "free market" conditions, is estimated using hypothetical price and
production data. Production costs were assumed to remain constant.
Prices of farm commodities would be expected to fall in the short
run under free market conditions.^* Although no studies have estimated
'6 Five studies show that commodity prices would decline under free market conditions:
G. E. Brandow, Interrelations Among Demands for Farm Products and Implications for Control
of Market Supply, Bulletin 680 (Interregional Publication for the State Agricultural Experiment
Stations), Agricultural Experiment Station, University Park, Pennsylvania, August 1961; Geoffrey
Shepherd, Arnold Paulsen, Francis Kutish, Don Kaldor, Richard Heifner and Gene Futrell,
Production, Price and Income Estimates and Projections for the Feed-Livestock Economy Under
Specified Control and Market-Clearing Conditions, Department of Economics and Sociology, Center
for Agricultural and Economic Adjustment, Special Report No. 27, Iowa State University, Ames,
Iowa, August 1960; 86th Congress, 2nd Session, Economic Policies for Agriculture in the I960's,
Joint Economic Committee Print, Congress of the United States (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1960) pp. 15-17; 86th Congress, 2nd Session, Report from the U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture and a Statement from the Land Grant Colleges IRM-1 Advisory Committee on Farm Price and
Income Projections 1960-65 under Conditions Approximating Free Production and Marketing of
Agricultural Commodities, Senate Document No. 77, Congress of the United States, (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1960); K. L. Robinson, "Possible Effects of Eliminating Direct Price
Support and Acreage Control Programs," Farm Economics, Department of Agricultural Economics,
New York State College of Agriculture, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, Number 218,
October 1960, pp. 5813-5820.
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the set of prices that would be generated if Price Support and Production
Control and Soil Bank programs were terminated, Brandow has estimated
prices that would be obtained under quite similar conditions—that all
farm production in 1955-57 had cleared the market.'^ The major dif-
ference between that situation and the one hypothesized here is that
production of basic crops was subject to acreage allotments in the Bran-
dow study. Eliminating allotments would increase production of basic
commodities and result in greater price declines. Hence, corn, wheat,
and cotton prices under free market conditions would be lower than
those obtained in the Brandow study. However, since prices of com-
modities grown in their stead would be higher than his estimates, these
errors would tend to cancel when income effects are computed. Bran-
dow's price estimates, shown in Table 3, were assumed to be free
market prices for purposes of this study.
While farm prices would decline under free market conditions,
Appalachian farm production would probably remain about the same.
The Price Support and Production Control Program does not appear to
have restricted the production of any basic commodity, burley tobacco
excepted, since these commodities are not extensively grown in the area.'®
Burley acreage allotments do restrict land inputs in the production
of that commodity. Hence the production adjustment that might be made
if the allotment restriction were lifted is somewhat speculative. Allot-
ments, which average between six-tenths and seven-tenths of an acre,
are held by 122,000, or 38 per cent of all Appalachian farmers, and about
90 per cent of the 81,600 allotted acres are harvested." But because
allotments have been so restrictive, burley farmers have substituted other
inputs, particularly fertilizer and labor, to an extent that were the land
input restriction lifted, the substitution of land for fertilizer and labor
might result in only a small production increase. In addition, barn space
for housing tobacco may not exceed greatly that required for the crop




G. E. Brandow, Interrelations Among Demands for Farm Products and Implications for
Control of Market Supply, Bulletin 680, (Interregional Publication for the State Agricultural
Experiment Stations), Agricultural Experiment Station, University Park, Pennsylvania, August 1961,
pp. 92-95.
18 Com allotments probably affect only the 700 cash grain farmers in the 11 Appalachian
commercial corn-producing counties. If only these farmers found their allotments restricting, and
their allotments were one and one-half times the average com acreage per farm for the county,
they could double their com acreage without causing the average acreage of com on all Appalachian
farms to increase more than one-fourth acre.
Only 4,451 farmers, 1 per cent of all farmers, held cotton allotments in 1958. Although allot-
ments totaled 11,973 acres, only 1,938 acres (16 per cent) were harvested. In that same year 34,716
farmers (11 per cent of all farmers) held wheat allotments totaling 165,702 acres, but they seeded
only two-thirds of this acreage. .
Rice is not grown in the Appalachian area, only 11 farmers held peanut allotments m 1958,
totaling 19 acres; six farmers held fire-cured tobacco allotments, totaling 3 acres; 2,256 farmers,
less than 1 per cent of all farmers, held flue-cured tobacco allotments for 3,439 acres, but





TABLE 3. Expected Prices of Crops and Livestock if All Crop Supplies










Com bu. $ 1.25 $ .91 27
Oats. - . bu. .66 .48 27
Barley bu. .95 .73 23
Sorg^nm grain cwt. 1.93 1.43 26
Wheat-_ bu. 1.99 1.15" 42
Soybeans bu. 2.29 1.85 19









All other crops - . lOO-^ 90'* 10
All crops 230» 183" 20
Livestock and products
Cattle lb.' .1590 .1487 7
Calves - lb.' .1713 .1617 6
Hogs - - - lb.' .1573 .1313 17















Wool and other - .
All livRstor-k 235" 210" 11
All farm products 238« 197" 15
" From Table 18 in Interrelations Among Demands for Farm Products and Implications for
Control of Market Supply by G. E. Brandow.
b Feed wheat estimated at $1.03, all wheat at $1.15.
<= 1954-56 crop year average.
^ Arbitrary index numbers to indicate assumed price change.
" Index of prices received by farmers, 1910-14=100.
* Liveweight slaughtered.
The Soil Bank Program has not restricted production to any appre-
ciable extent, because participation has been low. While the program
idled 7 per cent of cropland in the United States in the two years under
study, in West Virginia it took out less than 1 per cent.^° And finally,
relative price changes caused by the shift to the free market would not
significantly change the input and output mix of Appalachian agriculture.
A sizeable part of Appalachian production comes from small farms which
do not adjust production to every price change because the difference in
income does not warrant it.
20 Ibid.
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Since the physical input and output of Appalachian agriculture
would remain about the same in the two situations, the difference in
net income—the indirect effect of programs—is easily calculated. For each
commodity whose market price is affected by programs, Appalachian
purchases ( inputs ) are subtracted from sales ( output ) , and this quantity,
expressed in dollars ( at prices generated under programs ) , is multiplied
by the percentage price decline expected under free market conditions.
The product is an estimate of the indirect income effect of programs
on that particular commodity. The sum of these products is an estimate
of the indirect income effect to Appalachian farmers. These calculations
are made in Table 4. They are based for the most part on data from the
Agricultural Census for 1954 and the Federal Crop Reporting Service
for 1954 and for 1957 and 1958.
The estimates suggest that commercial farm programs yield positive
but small indirect income benefits to Appalachian farmers. While total
indirect effects were estimated at $38 million, this would amount to only
$120 per farmer per year since there were 320,000 Appalachian farmers
in 1954. However, most farmers received less than this amount. Two-
thirds of the indirect effects accrued to burley growers, who make up
just over one-third of all Appalachian farmers. Indirect income benefits
to burley growers might average about $200 annually per farmer, while
benefits to other farmers would average well under $100 per year.
Though indirect income benefits are small, this is not to say that they
are unimportant to Appalachian farmers, or that Appalachian farmers
have not benefited in proportion to their output. The point is that income
benefits per farm are low mainly because per farm output is low.
Obstacles to Enlargement
Of Appalachian Farms
Whether or not Appalachian farmers can achieve satisfactory in-
comes from farming, with the help of commercial programs, depends up-
on whether it is economically feasible to enlarge these farms to commer-
cial size. Enlarging the farm—by adding land, labor, capital, or manage-
ment inputs—is often recommended as a means to improve farmers' in-
comes. It is argued that as farms are enlarged, large-scale low-cost
technologies become available; these increase net income by reducing
per unit costs and increase the number of units produced. As output
increases, income to the farmer from commercial programs also goes up
because commercial programs are tied to units of input or output.
It has been argued, however, that Appalachian farm enlargement is
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in the area, and because of the nature of the human resource on Appala-
chian farms. This section reports on an analysis of land and human re-
sources relative to their suitabiHty for commercial farming.
Commercial farming here is taken to mean farming on a scale suf-
ficiently large to provide, with good management, reasonable returns to
all factors of production. For most types of farms, this requires annual
gross sales of $10,000 or more.^' If Appalachian farmers are to find a
solution to their income problem within agriculture, it must be on this
size farm. Units smaller than this cannot compete because they cannot
adopt the cost-reducing technologies which through time are becoming
more and more oriented toward the larger commercial unit.
1. Land Resources
A dairy farm and a beef-sheep farm were selected as economical
commercial units for the rough and hilly land of the Appalachian area.'^^
These two units served as standards in the analysis of land resources. The
budgeted dairy unit is built around a 35-cow herd. All the forage is
produced on the farm and all concentrates are purchased. Forty-six acres
of cropland and ninety acres of improved permanent pasture are neces-
sary for the operation. The cows are expected to yield an average of
10,000 lbs. of 3.8 per cent milk. The output of this unit consists of milk
sold on the Grade B market, cull cows, heifers, and calves. The value of
this output at long-term normal prices is $12,209.
The budgeted beef-sheep unit is built around a 100-cow beef herd
and a 100-ewe flock. As in the dairy unit, all forage is produced on the
farm and needed concentrates are purchased. This unit requires 309 acres
of which 110 acres are cropland and 199 acres are permanent pasture.
The beef herd is expected to raise a 90 per cent calf crop and the sheep
flock a lamb crop of 145 per cent. The output of this unit consists of
feeder calves, cull cows, lambs, cull ewes, and wool. The value of
this output at long-term normal prices is $11,278.
Small Appalachian farms, those grossing less than $5,000 annually,
have considerably less useable acreage than the hypothesized commercial
units require. In West Virginia, small farms averaged 93 acres, with
only 22 acres of cropland and 27 acres of pasture land.^^
To test the feasibihty of enlarging farms by adding land, 100 sample
West Virginia small farms^"* were located on Land-Use Capability Maps
21 Harold E. Bamhill, Resource Requirements on Farms for Specified Operator Incomes,
Economic Research Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Economic Report No. 5
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1962).
22 Budgeted data for these farms are recorded in Appendix Table 7.
23 Census of Agriculture for 1954. In the census 95 per cent of all Appalachian farms were
small farms.
24 Sampling procedure is described in the Appendix.
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( furnished by the Soil Conservation Service ) . Each farm was expanded
first to 360 acres, then to 1,000 acres, and useable crop and pasture land
in these expanded units was compared with requirements for the com-
mercial dairy unit and the beef-sheep unit.^^ This procedure assumed
that farmers would be willing to expand their farms to 360 acres for a
commercial dairy unit and to 1,000 acres for a commercial beef-sheep
unit.^* Some other assumptions were made to assure reasonable efficiency
in the use of the land.^^
In Figure 2, the crop and pasture land provided by the small farms
expanded to 360 acres is compared with the land requirement of the
commercial dairy unit. Four-fifths of the expanded units failed to provide
sufficient land for the commercial operation. In Figure 3, the crop and
pasture land in those units expanded to 1,000 acres is compared with the
land requirement for the commercial beef-sheep farm. Again four-fifths
of the expanded units failed to provide enough land. The reasons for the
high proportion of failures even when farms were expanded to several
times their average size are indicated in Table 5. Over one half of the
land on and surrounding the sample small farms was woodland. While
almost one-half of the land was open, only one-fourth was of cropland
capability and less than 15 per cent was cropland in fields of size and
shape that would allow the use of power machinery and equipment.
In actual practice the useable land on most of these enlarged farms
would be less than this analysis indicates. The aerial photographs used
v/ere 10 to 20 years old and the criteria used to classify land on the maps
are also dated. Some of the land shown on the photographs as open has
reverted to brush or woodland, and some of the open land classified
as suitable crop or pasture land has been reclassified in a lower use.
25 Farms were expanded on the maps by drawing a square of the appropriate size with the
farmstead in the center. This procedure was necessary since the SoU Conservation Service did not
have maps with the boundaries of sample farms and the neighboring units marked in.
26 It was assumed also that farmers could not purchase crop and pasture land on surrounding
units without buying the woodland. Farmers generally view their woodland as having little value,
and perhaps of little or no value if it were separated from the open land in the unit, particularly
in those cases where the woodland has no access to public roads except through the open land.
2 7 It was assumed that SCS land-use recommendations would be followed. Open land of land-
use capability class I-IV was considered cropland, class VI as extensive pasture and class VII-VIII
as suitable only for woodland. (SCS does not classify any land in West Virginia as V.)
Cropland fields not meeting minimum size standards were considered not suited to tillage with
modem machinery and equipment and were counted as pasture land. Thus, regular-shaped fields
of less than three acres and irregular fields of less than five acres were considered suitable only as
Since SCS describes class VI land as suitable for extensive pasture, woodland or wildlife, all
such land was valued at one-third that of other land used as pasture. ., , , „
Land stocked by trees of any size by 10 per cent or more was defmed as woodland, and aU
woodland was assumed to remain so. , i j r t.-.-^
For each enlarged farm then, total cropland was equal to the sum of open land of capability
class I-rV which lay in regular fields of three acres or more or irregular fields of five acres or
more. Total pasture land was equal to one-third of the open class VI land plus the open land
in class I-IV which did not qualify as cropland.
21
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TABLE 5. Woodland, Cropland, Pasture Land, and Land-Use Capabil-
ity Classes of Open Land in a Sample of 100 Small West







































































































* The Soil Conservation Service does not classify any land in West Virginia as V.
•» Open land of capability class I-IV which lay in regular fields of three or more acres or
irregular fields of five acres or more.
<= This figure represents acreage equivalents of pasture land. It was obtained by adding the
acreages of class I, II, III and IV land unsuitable for crops because of field size or shape and
one-third of the acreage of class VI (extensive pasture) land.
In addition, in the process of expanding the sample farms, it was
noted, from the maps and from general knowledge of the area, that some
of the small farms that were successfully expanded were located next
to residential areas which would restrict expansion.
Assuming that 19 out of 100 sample farms could be expanded, and
that all small farms were expanded in like manner, less than 10 per cent
might be successful because the better land is usually concentrated in
certain areas. One successful expansion in those areas utilizes land that a
neighboring small farm might expand into, thus precluding its successful
expansion.
Appalachian land resources present a formidable obstacle to farm en-
largement. Even if farmers were willing to consolidate land into 360-acre
units to obtain 136 acres of land for a dairy operation or to consolidate
land into 1,000-acre units to obtain 309 acres of land for a livestock opera-
tion, perhaps nine-tenths of the consolidations would not provide suf-
ficient land. Also, 360-acre dairy farms and 1,000-acre livestock farms




Enlarging Appalachian farms by adding land requires also an addi-
tion of labor, capital, and management inputs. If land is not added in the
enlargement process, more of the other inputs are required. In either
case, these inputs must be increased by several times if a conmiercial-
size farm is to be attained. The human resource on Appalachian farms
in the role of labor and management is crucial to enlargement in what-
ever form it takes.
Data from 422 low-income farm operators on small West Virginia
farms were evaluated to assess their suitabiHty for commercial farming.^°
These operators are beHeved to be typical of low-income Appalachian
farmers generally. The labor requirement was assumed met if the opera-
tor were able-bodied, male, and under 65 years of age. The "managerial"
requirements reflected factors that, if lacking, would effectively block the
decision to enlarge farms. (The rationality of the decision was not at
issue.) The requirements were: a recognition of family income as inade-
quate, a recognition of the possibility of earning more income by farming,
and a willingness to mortgage real estate to obtain capital for farm en-
largement. A farm operator had to meet the labor requirement and all
of the "managerial" requirements to qualify.
The results are presented in Table 6. Only 2 per cent of the sample
operators qualified by meeting the labor and "managerial" requirements.
Over one-half failed to meet the labor requirement because they were
over age, female, or disabled. Of those remaining, roughly one-third
failed to qualify as each of the three "managerial" requirements was
added. Since the set of requirements used here as criteria are neces-
sary but certainly not sufficient conditions for successful enlargement
and subsequent operation of an adequate-size commercial unit, these
operators, for all practical purposes, have no future in commercial
agriculture.
These results are not altogether surprising. The low proportion
meeting the labor requirement is consistent with general knowledge
about the area. The proportion of farm families with over age, female,
or disabled heads is higher in the Appalachian area than in the rest of
the country. The not unexpected finding here is that these families are
concentrated in the low-income, small-farm category.
The almost total failure of sample operators to meet the "managerial"
test is equally understandable. Two-thirds of the able-bodied operators
under 65 years of age were 45 or older; three-fourths of them had only a
granmiar school education or less.
23 These 422 fann operators are from a 469-family sample, described in the Appendix. Their
incomes over a two-year period, 1957-58, averaged less than $4,000 and they operated farms which
grossed less than $5,000 annually.
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TABLE 6. Proportions of Low-Income Operators on Small Farms Who
for Specified Reasons Fail to Meet Labor and "Managerial"






Per Cent of Operators
1. All low-income farm operators on small farms 53.6 46.4 100.0
2. Operators 65 years or older _ 19.4 12.9 32.3
3. Female operators under 65 years of age 2.3 1.8 4.1
4. Male operators under 65 years of age with reported
physical or mental disabilities'' 10.0 9.5 19.5
5. Able-bodied male operators under 65 years of age
(line 1 minus the sum of lines 2, 3, and 4) 21.9 22.2 44.1
"Managerial" requirement
(for operators recorded in line 5)
6. Operators reporting incomes as adequate 5.1 6.0 11.1
7. Operators reporting incomes as inadequate, but see
only "poor" possibility of earning adequate
income from farming ..- ..._ 6.2 7.0 13.3
8. Operators reporting income as inadequate, who see
a "fair" or "good" possibility of earning an
adequate income from farming but:
(a) who owned no real estate -- - . — 6.6 3.0 9.7
(b) who would not mortgage their real estate
for enlargement purposes , 3.7 4.8 8.5
9. Able-bodied male operators under 65 years of age,
who reported income as inadequate, who believed
possibility of earning adequate income from
farming was "fair" or "good", who owned real
estate, and who would be willing to mortgage it
to enlarge their operations 0.3 1.3 1.6
» Data were tabulated from 422 low-income families on small farms in the 469-family sample.
Income was averaged over a two-year period, 1957-58. Small farms were defined as those grossing
less than $5,000.
'' The term disability as used here refers to a condition which in the view of the operator or
a responsible member of the family limits the usefulness of the afflicted as a farm worker.
Perhaps of major importance is the fact that these individuals are
part of a folk culture which, because of its orientation toward tradition
and sentiment, tends to produce individuals who do not adapt readily to
the entreprenuerial role.'^' While the Appalachian area is undergoing
rapid cultural change, remnants of the older culture still remain in the
rural areas, hindering the development of the entreprenuerial mentaUty,
without which subsistence farms cannot be converted to commercial
units.
It is quite likely that this "cultural obstacle" is sufficiently embedded
in the social matrix to keep the present generation of low-income farmers
on small farms from enlarging their farms to commercial units even if
other conditions were more propitious.
29 A study providing evidence that willingness to accept new ideas, an important entreprenuerial
quality, is culturally determined is "Cultural Differences in the Acceptance of Recommended
Practices," by Harold A. Pedersen, Rural Sociology, Vol. 16, No. 1, March 1951, pp. 36-49.
A discussion of social systems and their implications is given in Charles P. Loomis, Social
Systems, Essays on Their Persistence and Change, (New York: D. Van Nostrand Company, 1960);
and Charles P. Loomis and J. Allan BiegUe, Rural Social Systems, (New York: Prentice Hall, Inc.,
1950).
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Programs for Appalachian Farmers
A comprehensive program for Appalachian farmers would provide
sufficient employment opportunity for employable operators to achieve
satisfactory incomes, means for unemployable operators to achieve satis-
factory hving levels, and a mechanism to prevent the perpetuation of
the low-income, small-farm problem into succeeding generations.
A four-part program is suggested to meet these goals: (1) forest im-
provement projects; ( 2 ) labor retraining and outmigration; ( 3 ) increased
welfare for the disabled and the retired; (4) an improved educational
system for school-age youth. Costs and benefits, however crude and
fragmentary, are estimated for forest improvement projects and for an
improved educational system. Although estimates are based on West
Virginia data and are made for the State, the broad implication for the
region may be clear. It should be noted also that while most of the dis-
cussion on programs is devoted to forestry projects, an improved educa-
tional system is conceived to be the most important long-run solution to
the low-income problem.
1. Need for Income Programs
Perhaps two-thirds of West Virginia's farmers are low-income small
farmers, according to survey data. Their net annual income from all
sources is less than $4,000 and their farms gross less than $5,000 per
year ( Table 7 ) . With no future in commercial farming and no off-farm
employment opportunity, they have no way to improve their incomes
except tlirough income programs.
Farmers who require no programs consist of those who operate
adequate or near-adequate size farms and those already with adequate
incomes, primarily from off-farm sources. Farmers operating near-
adequate size farms might be expected to enlarge them, raising their
incomes to the level enjoyed by operators of adequate units. Small
farmers with adequate incomes are expected to hold their off-farm jobs.
The magnitude of the low-income, small-farm problem over time in
West Virginia might be indicated by projecting the number of low-income
farmers, by age grouping, in 1959 to the year 2000. These projections are
recorded in Table 8. They rest on the assumption that no new low-income
small-farm families will be formed over this period. How reaHstic tliis
assumption is will depend upon the extent to which the nonfarm segment
of the economy continues to employ those small farmers it presently em-
ploys, and its ability to absorb youth from small farms as they enter the
labor force.
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TABLE 7. Estimated Number of Farmers on Adequate or Near-Ade-
quate Size Commercial Farms, Small Farmers with Adequate
and Low Incomes, West Vii^inia, 1959
Item
Farmers operating adequate or near-
adequate size commercial farms'*






















a Decimals result from the fact that the data were drawn from a disproportionate sample. The
sample is described in the Appendix.
•> Farms were considered of adequate size if they grossed $10,000 or more armually, nearly
adequate if they grossed between $5,000 and $9,999. The sample overestimates the number of such
farms since the Census of Agriculture for 1959, using the 1954 farm definition, reports that only
8.8 per cent or 4,972 farms grossed $5,000 or more.
<= Incomes of $4,000 or more were considered adequate.
* Columns may not add due to rounding.
« Census of Agriculture for 1959, using 1954 definition of a farm, adjusted for underreporting.
Whether these conditions will prevail is, of course, open to question.
But several indications point in this direction. The major one may be a
new awareness of the problem of unemployment in the Appalachian
economy and attempts to solve that problem on all levels—local, state,
and national. Another is that small farmers, in increasing numbers, are
seeking off-farm employment. West Virginia survey data indicate that the
younger farmers are either locating on the larger commercial-sized farms,
or using the small farm primarily as a place of residence. These data also
suggest and census data tend to confirm the notion that many of the
older low-income small farmers did not choose farming as their major
occupation, but were forced into farming when off-farm employment
was no longer available to them. In any event, even under conditions of
recession, the number of small farms is decreasing rapidly, and the
percentage of small-farm operators working off-farm, either part time or
full time, appears to be increasing steadily.
On the assumption that no new low-income, smaU-farm families are
formed, the number of low-income, small-farm operators will decrease
due to operator mortaHty. Starting with 36,000 low-income small farmers
in 1960, about 25,000 will remain in 1970; 16,000 in 1980; 8,000 in 1990,
and 4,000 in the year 2000.
The number of jobs required to provide adequate incomes to em-
ployable operators over the 40-year period 1960-2000 is estimated for 10-
year intervals in Table 9. These estimates were made by calculating the
number of man-years required at a wage rate of $1.50 per hour to raise
average income of able-bodied operators under 65 from their present
level of $2,500 up to $4,000. Adequate incomes for employable operators
in 1960 would have required about 11,100 jobs. About 6,700 jobs would
28
TABLE 8. Projection from 1960 to 2000 of Numbers of West Virginia
Fainily Heads Who Were Low-Income, Small-Farm Oper-
ators in 1958, by Age
Age
West Virginia
Survey, 1959" West Virginia''
$0-$3,999 1960= 1970 1980 1990 2000































65 and over . .
400
3,200
Total-^ - 100.0 36,500« 25,400 15,800 8,500 3,600
» Percentages are based on the low-income, small-farm component of the sample.
'» The number of farm operators in each category for 1960 is based on the assumption that the
sample was representative. Estimates for succeeding years are 1960 data adjusted by expected
mortality rates. Since the median age exceeds the mean age for all except the open-ended age
groups, the average mortality rate for each group was assumed to be that of individuals six years
older than the lower age in that group's age range. For the group less than 25 years, the
mortality rate was assumed to be that of 22-year-olds and for the group 65 years and over,
the rate was assumed to be that of 70-year-olds. In the 65 and over group for 1960, 70 per cent
were assumed to be 65-74 and 30 per cent 75-84. Actuarial data are from the Federal Security
Agency publication, State and Regional Life Tables, 1939-41, (Public Health Service, National
Office of Vital Statistics), (Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1948) pp. 254-255.
"= No adjustment was made for the difference in years in estimating 1960 estimates from 1959
data.
d Totals do not always add due to rounding.
® This figure was obtained by multiplying the percentage of low-income small fanners in the
1959 West Virginia survey by the number of farms in 1959 according to the 1959 Census,
adjusted for underreporting, and using the 1954 Census definition.
be required in 1970, 3,200 in 1980, and 1,100 in 1990.'° Since there are
four times as many Appalachian as West Virginia farmers,^' employment
needs for the Appalachian area might be roughly four times these
estimates.
The number of unemployable farm operators in West Virginia is
estimated to have been about 14,200 in 1960. It is estimated that 12,000
will be unemployable in 1970, 9,400 in 1980, and 6,200 in 1990. These
operators will be unemployable because of old age or disability. The Ap-
palachian region, again, may have four times this number. While the
West Virginia survey data do not permit a calculation of average income
for disabled operators, income for operators over 65 was estimated to
average $1,600. If a $2,100 income provides a satisfactory level of living
for retired couples,'^ incomes for this group are now inadequate and,
should the same relation hold in the future, this group wiU be in need
of considerable help.
30 It is understood that in using $4,000 as an adequate income for employable operators to
determine employment needs for 1960 and then extrepolating these needs to the year 2000 does
not imply that incomes of this group, if employed, need remain around $4,000 over the 40-year
period. Over time the returns to labor will increase and incomes to this group will thus tend to
rise above this level.
31 Appendix Table 1.
32 Appendix Table 8.
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TABLE 9. Estimation of Labor Pool and Potential Welfare Pool,
1960-2000, for Low-Income Small Farmers in West Virginia
1. Estimated average income, low-income small farmers. West Virginia'
a. All farmers $ 2,200
b. Able-bodied farmers imder 65 years 2,500
c. Farmers 65 years and over 1,600
2. Family income defined as adequate
a. Able-bodied farmers under 65 years — $ 4,000
b. Disabled farmers under 65 years — *
c. Farmers 65 years and over 2,100"
3. Difference between average income and adequate income
a. Able-bodied fanners under 65 years
(line 2a minus Hne lb) $ 1,500
b. Disabled farmers under 65 years — ''
c. Farmers 65 years and over 500
4. Estimation of labor pool, able-bodied farmers imder 65 years
a. Man-years required for farmer with average income to
earn difference between his present income and $4,000** .5
b. Estimated man-years of employment required to
increase average income to $4,000*
Estimation of potential welfare pool
a. Farmers 65 years and over'













1980 _ . 800
1990 200
2000 I
» Average incomes are based on 1958 data from the West Virginia survey; Incomes for all
low-income small fanners in that survey averaged $2,170, incomes for farmers under 65 averaged
$2,442, and for farmers 65 and over, $1,598. Average income for able-bodied farmers was rounded
at $2,500, instead of $2,400 since the sample group of farmers under 65 included a number of
disabled individuals whose incomes were probably lower than the average for the group.
*> Not estimated due to lack of data.
= Calculated average required for low-income elderly families to meet measure of income
adequacy specified in Appendix Table 11 is $2,708. Average size of family was 3.2. When economic
conditions improve, many children living with their elderly parents during the recession will move
back to their jobs reducing the average size of elderly families. It is assumed that elderly families
would then average about two members, for which $2,100 is adequate according to Appendix
Table 8.
* At $1.50 per hour, 125 eight-hour days would be required to earn $1,500. A man-year is
defined as 250 days.
* Number of farmers under 65 (from data in Table 8 before rounding), adjusted downward by
10 per cent of farmers assumed to be disabled, times .5 equals estimated man-years. Estimates are
rounded to hundreds.
* From the data in Table 8 before rounding. Estimates are rounded to hundreds.
s Assumed to be 10 per cent of farmers under 65 years. About 29 per cent of the farmers
under 65 in the West Virginia survey reported a disability that interfered with their usefulness as
farm workers, but since two-thirds of these disabled individuals reported an interest in local em-
ployment programs, it was assumed that these disabilities were not sufficient to preclude off-farm
employment. Estimates are rounded to hundreds.
^ Less than 100.
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The magnitude of the problem, roughly outlined above, indicates
that federal aid is required if Appalachian farmers' incomes and levels
of Hving are to improve. The time dimension of the problem may be as
high as 40 years. Projecting West Virginia data, Appalachian farmers
may need in 1965 more than 30,000 jobs not now available; in 1970 about
25,000; in 1980 about 10,000; in 1990 about 5,000; and in the year 2000,
just 1,000 jobs. The unemployable, due to over age and disability, over
those same points in time may amount to 50,000, 45,000, 35,000, 25,000,
and 15,000.
The geographic and vocational immobility of many Appalachian
small farmers requires some local programs that can utilize unskilled
labor. While three-fourths of the low-income West Virginia farm
operators surveyed in 1959 indicated an interest in federal programs
that would generate local employment utilizing the skills they had, only
one-third were interested in programs of retraining or in moving them out
of the area ( Table 10 ) . This is not surprising because these farmers are
older and have little formal education. One-third of those under 65
were 55-64, another one-third were 45-54, and three-fourths had only
a grammar school education or less.
2. Programs
A. Forest Improvement Projects
In addition to a number of other benefits, forestry projects appear
to have potential for simultaneously improving the lot of the present
generation of Appalachian farmers, and preventing a new generation
of low-income small farmers from getting started.
To illustrate what might be expected from a program of forest
improvement, a 1-milhon acre forestry project was hypothesized for
West Virginia, and some costs and benefits were estimated, based on the
limited data available. These estimates were made on the assumption that
the project area reflected average conditions for those areas in the State
where small farms predominate, and that forest improvement would
proceed under the management of professional foresters. All open-
country land, except that suited to commercial farms and desired for rural
residences and commercial enterprises, would be planted to forest, and
aU present woodland would undergo an improvement program. Land
in the forestry project—the residual when land for commercial farms,
rural residences, and commercial enterprises is substracted—was as-
sumed to be 1 million acres.^^
33 A project of this size would encompass four to six counties. An actual project might be
larger or smaller than this, depending upon economies of scale and other factors.
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TABLE 10. Some Characteristics of Low-Income, Small-Farm Opera-
tors, and Operators' Responses to Questions Concerning
Federal Programs to Improve Incomes, West Virginia
Survey, 1959'
Item Per Cent
Characteristics of farm operators
Age distribution








13 years or more 2.7
Questions ("yes" and "maybe" answers are recorded together)
Would you be interested in a federal program
a. to make more jobs available to you in the area? 76.9
b. of night or day school so you could leam a trade?*" 54.4
c. to establish an employment agency service which would supply
you with information on job openings in other areas, the wages
paid, etc.? 35.1
d. to loan money to families who want to move to where jobs are
and want to buy a house or small farm there? 36.2
e. to loan money to families who want to move to where jobs are? 27.1
"Total number of farmers in this sub-sample was 153.2. This number is not whole because
the sample was disproportionate. The 1959 sample is described in the Appendix.
•> Applies only to operators less than 55 years of age.
(1) BENEFITS
1. Adequate incomes to all employable operators through off-farm
employment. On the basis o£ available data, a major forestry project
might provide employment for all surplus farm-operator labor in the
project area from its initiation to the year 2000. Figure 4 shows the
relation betw^een project employment opportunities and surplus farm-
operator labor in the project area. The smooth curve labeled "area
farm-operator labor pool" represents the project area's share of surplus
farm-operator labor on West Virginia farms and the shaded area
represents the employment afforded by the forestry project. Data for
Figure 4 are calculated in Table 11. From 1965 to the year 2000, w^hen
only a few employable operators remain, the demand for labor at least
equals the supply in most of the years. Postponing some of the work
in periods of excess demand to years of excess supply would fit demand
to supply over the entire period.
2. Local employment suited to the tastes and skills of farm operators.
Appalachian farmers would rather find employment near home than
move their families to a new area and subject them to the stresses of
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FIGURE 4. Employment Afforded by 1-MiIIion Acre Forestry Project
Relative to Surplus Labor on Farms in the Project Area,















inter-cultural conflict. Of the jobs sometimes available to them, these
farmers might find work in the woods more appealing.
3. Increased benefits to employable operators upon retirement.
Over the 35-year period 1965-2000, perhaps 45 per cent of the operators,
on the average, will be employable.^"* Some of these individuals are
not insured under the social security program, or are insured at
minimum benefit levels.^^ Employment in a forestry project would
insure those not now insured and would increase the benefits of those
now insured at the lower benefit levels.
4. Cash-in-hand for employable operators who wish to leave the
area for employment elsewhere. Owners of average West Virginia
small farms, if unencumbered, would receive about $2,900 from the
sale of land to the forestry project authority.^* This is enough money
to finance a move out of the area. Those who wish to move and
purchase a house or small farm in a new locaHty could borrow money
34 Calculated from Table 8, assuming that 10 per cent of the farmers under 65 years are
disabled. See footnote g, Table 9.
35 In the 1959 West Virginia survey, 40 per cent of the farm operators 65 and over reported
receiving no social security benefits and 18 per cent reported benefits under $500.
36 Column 4, Table 12.
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TABLE 11. Estimation of Employment Afforded by Hypothesized
1-Million Acre Forestry Project Relative to Surplus Farm-




















Woodland ( timber stand improvement, insect and
disease control
)
First decade, two man-days per acre''
Second decade, one man-day per acre"*
Third decade, one-third man-day per acre''
Open land ( site preparation and planting
)
Site preparation, .67 hours per acre
Planting, 8.93 hours per acre''






"The proportions of woodland and open land were assumed to be typical for the 11.6 million
acres of land deemed suitable for reforestation in West Virginia. See Table 15.
•^ United States Congress, Senate, The Timber Resources of West Virginia and a Report on the
National Forests oj West Virginia: Reports prepared by the Forest Service, U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Senate Document No. 33, 87th Congress, First Session, presented by Mr. Byrd of
West Virginia (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1961) p. 11.
« New employment would amount to a little less than these figures, perhaps 10 man-years
less, since a small amount of this work (estimated from ibid.) is currently being carried on.
''These estimates are reported for hand-planting pine on open fields of less than 12 acres, in
Input Data: Study of Farm Forestry Opportunities in the Southern Piedmont of Virginia,
(mimeograph), Charlottesville Research Center, Southeastern Forest Experiment Station, Division
of Forest Economics, Asheville, North Carolina, August 3, 1961, p. 3. The spacing was 7 ft. x 9 ft.,
allowing about 700 seedlings per acre.
"= Dividing the labor pool for West Virginia farm operators (Table 9, item 4b), before rounding,
by 11.6 yields the labor pool in an average 1 -million-acre area. Quotients are rounded to tens.
Land suitable for forestry was estimated to be 11.6 million acres (Table 15).
to supplement these funds. The risk for those who wish to move to
areas where employment is more plentiful might be reduced by allowing
them life estate rights to, perhaps, three acres of land which would
include their farmsteads. Over 90 per cent of the employable operators
in the 1959 West Virginia survey reported owning their farms.
5. Retirement funds for operators now over age 65 and disabled
operators now under 65 years. In a preceding section the average
income of retired operators was estimated to be short of adequate by
about $500. Incomes of disabled operators are probably inadequate also.
Most of these individuals ovm their own farms, and could raise
needed funds by selling their land. In the 1959 West Viiginia survey,
92 per cent of the low-income, smaU-farm operators 65 and ever owned
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their farms. Forty-four per cent of the operators reporting a disabihty
were in the 55-64 age group. Because the degree of disabihty tends to
increase with age, it is Kkely that this age group contains the bulk of the
individuals whose disabilities are serious enough to prevent them from
obtaining off-farm emiDloyment. In the survey, 92 per cent of the
operators 55 to 64 years of age also ov^Tied their farms.
To further the objective of providing retirement funds to these
groups, retired and disabled individuals might be offered, in Ueu of
a cash settlement for their land, a retirement payments plan to run
for the remainder of their hves. Monthly payments to any individual
might be based on the value of the land in liis farm, his life expectancy,
and the interest that would accrue over that period on the unpaid balance.
These individuals might be given a hfe estate of, perhaps, three acres
of land, including the farmstead, thus allowing them to continue some
part-time farming and to Hve out their years in their own communities.
Estimates of average payments in retirement are given in Table 12.
Assuming that disabled operators 55-64 and operators 65 and over ovra
average-size small farms, average annual payments to the former would
amount to about $235 and about $300 to the latter, plus interest. If
disabled individuals chose to have payments begin from the time of
sale rather tlian upon their reaching 65 years of age, payments would,
of course, be smaller. To the extent that disabihties adversely affect
longevity, payments would be larger than recorded. These data
indicate that under this kind of program about 90 per cent of the
operators 65 years and over and perhaps half of the disabled operators
under 65 in the forestry project area could benefit by way of a modest
guaranteed income for hfe.^' In the case of retirement-age operators,
average payments go almost half-way toward closing the gap between
their average income and an adequate income. Although disabled
operators under 55 years would not benefit in terms of total retirement
needs as much as those 55 to 64, because their remaining life span is
longer, they would clearly benefit to some extent. It is hkely also that
in this group a smaller proportion own farms and of these a number will
be encumbered. In the West Virginia survey, 70 per cent of the
disabled operators under 65 owned farms.
6. Permanent diversion of resources from inefficient agriculture.
The purchase and subsequent inclusion of land not suited to agriculture
into a forestry project would provide a permanent solution to the low-
income, small-farm problem per se in the project area. AU open land,
except for residential sites (to average about three acres per site) and
commercial farms, would be reforested. However, since small farmers
37 Farms were assumed free of encumbrances.
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TABLE 12. Estimated Payments in Retirement to Low-Income, Small-
Farm Operators 65 and Over and to Disabled Operators































* West Virginia survey, 1959.
^ Federal Security Agency, Public Health Service, National Office of Vital Statistics, State and
Regional Life Tables, 1939-41, p. 255.
" Average size of farm was assumed to be 93 acres, equal to the average for all small farms in
West Virginia according to the Census of Agriculture, 1954. Proportions of cropland, pasture and
woodland were assumed to be equal to that for all West Virginia farms. Land price data are from
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, Farm Real Estate Market Develop-
ments, CD-61, June 1962, p. 30, and CD-63, April 1963, p. 16.
* Average value of farm land divided by average number of years of life remaining. These
estimates do not include interest payments.
® At age 65. To the extent that disabilities affect longevity adversely, this figure is an over-
estimate.
' Payments were calculated on the assumption that payments would not begin until age 65.
would retain a sufficient amount of open land to produce food for the
household ( about three acres ) , the major source of farm income for most
families would remain.
7. Cash-in-hand to nonfarm landowners. Like owners of small
farms, holders of other land in the project area would benefit by selling
to the forestry agency. Much of this land offers little prospect of income
to present owners because it is abandoned farm land or cutover wood-
land. Land sales would particularly benefit those owners now unem-
ployed, employed part-time, or retired due to old age or disability,
because sales would provide funds to supplement present incomes.
Rural residents could sell land without disrupting their ties to the
community because tliey could retain three acres as a residential site.
Residents in isolated areas who wish to sell their entire holdings with
a view toward re-establishing themselves nearer town on better roads
could do so. This would allow famihes to avail themselves of oppor-
tunities that do not exist on the back roads.
8. Limited employment opportunity for nonfarmers during the
forest development period 1965-2000. The improvement program con-
ducted on the woodland acres would result in a gradual increase in the
annual allowable cut of sawtimber from about 60 board feet to about
110 board feet per acre over a 40-year period,^° providing a small amount
of new employment. The reforestation program on the open land
38 United States Congress, Senate, The Timber Resources of West Virginia and a Report on
the National Forests of West Virginia: Reports prepared by the Forest Service, U. S. Department
of Agriculture, Senate Document No. 33, 87th Congress, First Session, presented by Mr. Byrd of
West Virginia (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1962) p. 10.
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would also provide some periodic employment. It is assumed that
suitable varieties of softwood would be planted on open land to serve
as protective cover for hardwoods which would seed naturally. The soft-
wood stands would require periodic care, mainly thinning, which might
be carriec^ "3ut 6 to 10 years after planting and again 20 years later
(thinned trees from the first operation might be sold as Christmas
trees, and from the second operation, for pulpwood).
9. Benefits to the local economy. The local economy would benefit
from the sale of land to the forestry authority and from the subsequent
employment that the project would provide. Both activities would
bring new money into the area, creating new demand, and through
the multipher effect, tend to improve incomes generally. The effect
would be particularly significant during the first 10 years of the program
when land payments are made and forest employment is highest.
The local economy would benefit in the longer run because a
restored forest could support many more workers than it does at
present. Table 13 compares present and potential employment after
an improvement program of 40 or more years. While the 820,000 acres
of woodland in the proposed project area now support about 450 jobs,
they would become capable of supporting from 4,600 to 13,300 jobs,
TABLE 13. Potential Employment in Lumber, Remanufactming, Pulp
and Paper Industries, Hypothetical 1-MiIlion Acre Forestry





Logging, sawmilling, present low
level of remanufacturing
Logging, sawmilling, with medium
level of remanufacturing
Logging, sawmiUing, with high








a This table is adapted from Table 7 and Table 8, The Timber Resources of West Virginia
and a Report on the National Forests of West Virginia: Reports prepared by the Forest Service,
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Senate Document No. 33, 87th Congress, First Session, presented
by Mr. Byrd of West Virginia (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1961).
^ Project area was assumed to have a proportionate share of the total for the State.
<= Based on anticipated production and cut on 820,000 acres of woodland. It is assumed that
the annual growth and cut per acre would average 300 board feet of sawtimber plus 30 cubic
feet of material of less than savrtimber size. Present annual growth and cut of sawtimber per acre
is 90 board feet and 40 board feet respectively. The cut of wood materials of less than sawtimber
size per acre is relatively minor.
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depending upon the amount of local processing of forest products. A
tenfold increase in employment would result from increased forest
output. A nearly thirtyfold increase is possible if the improved quaHty
of sawtimber is fully utiHzed in the remanufacture of higher qualit)'
products, and if the increased production of other wood material is
processed locally. After a period of time in excess of 40-plus years,
the 180,000 acres of open land would come into production, affording
still more employment.
10. Benefits to local government. By providing a ready market for
land, the forestry authority would accelerate the exodus of population
from isolated valleys, resulting in more efficient use of public resources.
For example, as isolated farms are abandoned, the back roads serving
them could be abandoned.
(2) COSTS
The major outlays of funds for a 1-million acre forestry project
are estimated in Table 14. Outlay for land purchases would be $29
milHon and would be made early in the first decade of the project.
Labor expenditures would occur over a 30-year period. On woodland
acres, annual outlay for labor for the first decade would be about
$2 million; in the second decade, about $1 million; and in the third decade,
about $300,000.^' Outlay for labor in reforesting open land would be
$2.5 milhon; machine costs, a quarter of a million dollars; and seedling
stock, about $1.9 milhon. Open land reforestation would presumably
occur in the first decade of the project, as shown in Figure 4, although
it could be done at any time. Other expenses—land taxes, fire protection,
road maintenance, and administration—were estimated at $6 million
per decade. Total outlay over the 30-year period might amount to
$85 milhon, with the bulk of this expenditure—$60 milHon—being paid
out over the first decade.
In the long run the net cost of the project to the federal government
would be less than this. To illustrate, consider probable costs and re-
turns for an average woodland acre^° Assume that 45 years is required
to bring the level of stocking and productivity up to the desired level—
6,000 board feet of standing timber with an annual growth and cut of
300 board feet of sawtimber plus 30 cubic feet of wood material of less
than sawtimber size.'*^ Assume further an interest rate of 3 per cent on
39 Since wage rates are expected to rise through time, labor costs for the second and tliird
decades would be higher.
40 Land currently in trees.
41 United States Congress, Senate, op. cit., pp. 8, 11. It is estimated that at least 40 years
would be required to attain this level of stocking and growth, but that once attained, the entire
annual growth could be harvested.
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TABLE 14. Estimated Outlays by Decades for Hypothesized 1-MilIion







Item 1965-741 1975-84 1 1985-94 | Total
Land purchase
Woodland - . acre 820,000» $ 22.01'' 18,048
thousands of dollars
Cropland acre 66,854'= 85 .OS" 5,688
Pasture acre 113,146« 47.69'' 5,396
Total land acre 1,000,000 29.14" 29.132 29,132
labor
Woodland improvement
Annual- man-year 656" 3,000.00'' 1,968 984 327
Decade S.OOO.OO"* 19,680 9,840 3,270
Open land reforestation^
Site preparation man-year 60« 3,000.00-1 181







22,272 9,840 3,270 35,382
Other
Tractor and disk 256
Seedlings^— _ 1000 124,740 15.00 1,871
Taxes on land . 1,000,000 .31'' 3,100 3,100 3,100
Fire protection'. 1,000 1,000 1,000
Road maintenance'. .. . 1,000 1.000 1,000
Administration' 1,000 1,000 1,000
Total other 8,227 6,100 6,100 20,427
Grand Total 59,631 15,940 9,370 84,941
« Table 11.
'' U. S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, Farm Real Estate Market De-
velopments, CD-61, June 1962, p. 30, and CD-63, April 1963, p. 16. The value of "other land"
which includes woodland pastured, woodland not pastured, wasteland, and land in farmsteads,
roads, etc., was $21.00 per acre for West Virginia in 1960; the value of cropland was $81.17 per
acre and the value of pasture was $45.50 per acre. These values were adjusted upward by 4.82
per cent, the increase in value of farm real estate in West Virginia from 1960 to November,
1962. Pasture includes cropland used only for pasture, and other pasture (excluding cropland and
woodland). These estimates do not include the value of buildings.
<= The proportions of cropland and pasture were assumed to be the same as those reported
for all open land by the West Virginia Conservation Needs Committee, State Soil Conservation
Committee, West Virginia Soil and Water Conservation Needs Inventory, 1961, p. 7.
•iThe hourly rate for labor was assumed to be $1.50. A man-year is 250 eight-hour days.
« No estimates of costs of periodic thinning were made since these operations would pay for
themselves through the sale of thinned trees.
* Input Data: Study of Farm Forestry Opportunities in the Southern Piedmont of Virginia,
(mimeograph), Charlottesville Research Center, Southeastern Forest Experiment Station, Division
of Forest Economics, Asheville, North Carolina, August 3, 1961, p. 3.
e Norway Spruce, Red, White, or Scotch Pine or some other variety of softwood suitable to
the site would be planted on open land.
•> U. S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, Farm Real Estate Taxes,
RET-2, October 1962, p. 7. Taxes levied per acre of farm real estate for West Virgmia in 1961
were 31 cents.
' Estimated in part on basis of recent expenditures for these items on national forest lands
in West Virginia.
the investment, compounded annually, and constant prices, say $12
per thousand board feet of sawtimber on the stump of the size, variety,
and density nov^^ found on woodland acres, and $2 per cord for
material of less than sawtimber size.
Total expenditures on one acre ($44.31) plus interest to the end
of the 45-year period would amount to $258.77. Annual receipts from
the sale of sawtimber plus interest over this same period would equal
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$89.72/= leaving a balance of $169.05. Three per cent of $169.05 is
$5.07, the annual return required after completion of the improvement
program if the return on investment is to equal 3 per cent. Three
hundred board feet of sawtimber at $16.61 per thousand and 30 cubic
feet of material of less than sawtimber size at $2.00 per cord (128
cubic feet) yields an annual return of $5.07. To realize a return of 3 per
cent on the investment then, the stumpage price of sawtimber need rise
only $4.61, according to these calculations. Since the improvement
program would increase the density of the more desirable species and
the overall quality and density of the stand, a quahty premium of
$4.61 does not seem unreasonable."^
These simple calculations indicate a return on investment on wood-
land acres of about 3 per cent. Since woodland investment is three-
fourths of the total investment, it may be reasonable to conclude that
under ordinary conditions, a forestry project might either pay for itself
or come reasonably close to doing so.
It must be emphasized that these conclusions are very tentative.
Estimates of costs and benefits are based on extremely crude and
fragmentary data. Further, they are based on the assumption that
long-run demand for forest products wiU be such that prices will be
maintained at present levels. While there is some basis for assuming
an increasing demand for wood products, in the light of advances being
made in the chemical industries, and the increased production that
would result from a general forestry program, the assumption needs
some substantiation before a forestry solution can be considered feasible.
This first approximation of costs and benefits of forest improve-
ment programs, therefore, suggests some further areas of research. More
precise demand-supply estimates for forest products for the long run
are needed as a basis for more precise cost-benefits estimates. More
generally, there is need for overall cost-benefits estimates of Appalachian
forests in a multiple-use context.
(3) PROGRAM ACCEPTANCE
A public program, even if economically feasible, is not acceptable
unless its means and ends coincide in a general way with the desires
of the people affected. While it may be agreed that benefits generated
by the program are desirable and that program costs are not prohibitive,
42 Receipts were estimated from United States Congress, Senate, ibid., figure 5, p. 10, showing
annual allowable sawtimber cut per acre over the first 40 years of an improvement program.
Allowable cut is expected to increase from 60 board feet in the first year to 110 board feet in the
fortieth year.
43 Stumpage prices vary considerably by species and within species. For example, in West
Virginia in the second quarter of 1963, hickory (sawlogs) sold on the stump averaged $5.75 per
thousand board feet, red maple averaged $15.20, and cherry averaged $28.90. Over this same period,
the range of prices paid per thousand board feet for hickory was $3-$10, for red maple, $8-$42,
and for cherry, $12-$40. Average price for all sawlog stumpage sold was $13.60. U. S. Department
of Agriculture, Federal-State Crop Reporting Service, Statistical Reporting Service, and West Vir-
ginia Department of Agriculture, West Virginia Forest Products Market Information, Vol. 4, No. 2,
September 1963.
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a program involving extensive land purchases by the federal govern-
ment, with a view toward permanent ownership and long-range in-
volvement in the local economy, may not be acceptable. To meet these
objections, some program modifications might be made. For example,
forestry projects might be undertaken jointly by die federal and state
governments, or with state and county governments. After the improve-
ment program is completed, the federal government might by pre-
arrangement sell its share of the enterprise to the state and local
governments; or the governmental units at all levels involved might
sell their shares to local industry. Alternatively, the federal government,
by appropriate measures, might induce large industrial users of forest
products to undertake tliese programs initially.'''^
Another alternative might be for the federal government to lease
the land on a long-term basis rather than purchase it outright; another
plan might offer a choice of purchase or lease. In areas where program
participation would be general enough to insure efficiency in forest
restoration, participation might be made optional. Under this plan, a
cooperator would agree to sell or lease his land, and in return, assuming
he is employable, would be guaranteed some minimum amount of
employment.
Modifications designed to increase program acceptance would of
course affect the cost-benefits ratio and the distribution of benefits—
for example the optional participation plan in which the participant can
sell or lease. Owners who desire employment might lease their land,
while unemployable owners, and owners who wish to leave the area,
might sell tlieirs. Cash outlays for land purchases would thus be reduced
and annual rental payments would be substituted on land not purchased.
Depending upon the size of annual rental payments, land costs in this
program modification might be more or less than in the purchase pro-
gram. However, receipts would be different also, the actual amount
depending upon crop-share arrangements.
While considerable thought would be required to develop workable
approaches that increase program acceptance, it is clear that there are
a number of alternatives to choose from. A wise combination of several
alternatives would help to assure general acceptance of forestry as a
solution to the low-income problem in areas where this approach is
otherwise feasible.
44 It is sometimes suggested that developing forestry as part of the farm enterprise is a more
desirable alternative. While there are obvious advantages to this procedure, there are serious limita-
tions. Restoring present woodland holdings to a state of high productivity is a long-term under-
taking—a matter of decades before returns begin to cover costs. A time period of this length is far
beyond the planning horizon of Appalachian farmers, whose need of income is current. Only large
firms and public agencies can be expected to undertake such long-term investments. Furtherrnore
forestry, being an extensive use of land, yields such small (private) returns per acre that holdings
much larger than are presently held would be required if this enterprise were to make a substantial
contribution to family income.
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(4) LAND SUITED TO FORESTRY
Most of the land in the Appalachian area is not suited to commercial
agriculture, and might prove more productive if converted to forest,
recreation, or some other use/^ In West Virginia it is estimated that
about 11.5 million acres of privately-owned, open-country land, two-thirds
of the State's total acreage, might be suitable for forestry or other
non-agricultural use (Table 15). This estimate allows ample acreage
for commercial farms, rural residences, and rural commercial enter-
prises. About 2 million of these acres are now in open land and about
9.5 million are in woodland. In tlie Appalachian study area, Vv^hich is
roughly three times the size of West Virginia, the amount of privately-
held land suitable for forestry or other non-agricultural use might be
estimated at about 33 million acres.'*'^
B. Labor Retraining and Ouimigration
Labor retraining and outmigration in the Appalachian area perhaps
should be considered as two parts of a single program since many
retrained men are not likely to find employment, except outside the
area, and most untrained men are not likely to find it anywhere. Existing
levels of unemployment suggest that retraining by itself may improve
employability but will not assure employment, particularly when em-
ployment opportunities lie outside the area; therefore, retraining programs
should include job placement wherever possible. A program which
included retraining and job placement, or some other service that would
help participants migrate, would attract a substantial number of farmers.
About one-third of the low-income small farmers in the West Virginia
sample expressed interest in retraining programs and job information
and loan programs that would enable them to move (Table 10).
C. Increased Welfare for the Disabled and the Retired
Continuous outmigration over a period of many years has left the
area with a disproportionate share of the old and incapacitated. Of the
low-income small farmers in the West Virginia survey, one-third were
over 65 years of age and almost one-third were nearing retirement age
(55-64 years). Perhaps 10 per cent under 65 years were disabled to
the extent that they could not take off-farm employment. Incomes of
retired farmers were inadequate, and in all probability the incomes
of disabled farmers are inadequate also. If some forestry projects were
initiated which allowed retired and disabled individuals to sell their
landholdings and employable operators to take employment, the need
45 Some of the land may have no use at the present time.
46 Not all of this acreage is suited to forestry. A small part of it is classified by the Soil
Conservation Service as unsuited to woodland Oand capability class VIII). Some part of it, other-
wise suited to forestry, is so grown up with brush and worthless trees as to make conversion to
forest production economically not feasible.
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TABLE 15. Estimation of West Virginia Acreage Suitable for Forestry
or Other Non-Agricultural Use
1,000 acres
Total land area 15,410.3"
Federal land 935.0"
Urban and built-up areas 433.2"
Water areas" 68.1"
Privately-owned, open-country land 13,974.0*^
Land suitable for agricultural use 1,448.9*
Land for rural residences, commercial use, etc. 927.6"
Land suitable for forestry or other non-agricultural use 11,597.5'
Open Land 2,098.6^
Woodland 9,498.9''
a West Virginia Conservation Needs Committee, State Soil Conservation Committee, West
Virginia Soil and Water Conservation Needs Inventory, 1961, p. 7.
^ Includes areas of less than 40 acres and streams less than Vg-mile wide; water areas of 40 or
more acres and streams %-mile or wider are not included in total land areas.
« Total land area less federal land, urban and built-up areas and water areas.
d This estimate assumes 6,531 farms (from Table 7) with crop and pasture land equal to the
average for West Virginia farms grossing $5,000 or more in 1959 according to the Census of
Agriculture.
e Number of rural nonfarm households times three acres. The number of rural nonfarm house-
holds was assumed to be equal to the number of nonfarm rural households recorded by the United
States Census of Population for 1960, plus the number of farms, using the 1954 Census definition
and adjusted for underreporting, that grossed less than $5,000 according to the Census of Agriculture
for 1959. . , , . , . .
* Privately-owned, open-country land, minus land suitable for agricultural use and land for rural
residences, commercial use, etc. . . -
e The amount of open land was estimated by subtracting crop, pasture, and estimated farmstead
acreage and estimated rural residence acreage from the total of cropland, pasture land, and other
land in West Virginia as estimated by the West Virginia Conservation Needs Committee, State Soil
Conservation Committee and recorded in West Virginia Soil and Water Conservation Needs
Inventory, p. 7. . ,. • *
h The amount of woodland is that part of the land available for forest improvement that is not
open.
for welfare programs in the project areas would be substantially reduced.
In other areas, however, the need would remain high. At the present
time the federal food surplus distribution program supplements, to some
extent, the incomes of families of the old, tlie disabled, and the unem-
ployed in the area. A medical care program for the aged would give
further aid to that group.
D. Improved Educational System for School-Age Youth
Opportunities for employment in the Appalachian area will not be
sufficient to meet the needs of Appalachian youth for some time to
come. In the past, lack of job opportunity has resulted in a continuous
stream of youthful outmigration. At the present time the high rate of
unemployment in the area and the inabihty of depressed areas to attract
industry suggest diat outmigration will continue.
The problem of obtaining employment for farm youth is particularly
acute because opportunities to farm in the Appalachian area are shrink-
ing rapidly and because the unskilled labor pool in industry, into which
farm youth move, is ahready overfull. The changing structure of the
economy through time, requiring fewer unskilled workers and more
skilled, managerial and professional workers, is worsening the situation.
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Employment is becoming increasingly dependent upon education. Thus,
if Appalachian farm youth are to compete successfully in the national
job market, they must be given at least equal educational opportunity.
If educational opportunity can be measured by achievement, Appa-
lachian youth now have less than equal opportunity. A recent study
shows that typically Appalachian West Virginia pupils are performing
well below national norms."*^ That study presents the following data:
National West Virginia West Virginia
Grade Norm Expectancy Achievement
3 (April) 3.7 3.4 3.2
6 (April) 6.7 6.2 5.4
9 (April) 9.7 9.0 7.8
12
Science 50 35 39
EngHsh 50 40 31
Mathematics 50 33 43
Social Studies 50 33 25
Data for grades 3 through 9 are expressed in terms of grade levels
and for grade 12 in terms of percentiles. Achievement is compared with
two standards, national norms and West Virginia expectancies. Ex-
pectancy refers to the national achievement norm adjusted for general
intelligence. I.Q. scores for West Virginia pupils averaged about 5 points
lower than the national average for each grade. Near the end of grade
3, achievement of West Virginia pupils is already below expectancy
and half a grade below the national norm. Near the end of grade 6,
achievement has fallen more than half a grade below expectancy and
more than a whole grade below the national norm. Near the end of
grade 9, West Virginia pupils are more than a whole grade behind their
own expectancy and almost two grades behind ninth-graders over the
nation. In grade 12, West Virginia pupils failed to achieve national
norms in the four subjects tested, although they exceeded expectations
in two subjects—science and mathematics.
Improving the educational opportunities of Appalachian youth will
require increased expenditures for education. While it is true that this
will not automatically lead to an improved educational system, it is
equally true that a dearth of funds will prevent improvement. Expendi-
tures for education in West Virginia, for example, are now substantially
below the United States average (Table 16). Nationally, current ex-
penditures per pupil are 50 per cent higher than in West Virginia, and
47 Legislative Interim Committee, State of West Virginia, A Survey of the Educational Pro-
grams of the West Virginia Public Schools (The Survey Staff, E. K. Feaster, Director), 1957, pp.
XVII-XVIII.
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expenditures for capital outlay per pupil are more than three times as
large. To increase total per pupil expenditures in West Virginia to equal
those nationally would require an increase of $181 per pupil per year.
Since 460,000 students are em-olled in public schools in West Virginia/^
expenditures would have to increase by over $80 million. This amount,
or even a fraction of it, would be a difficult new burden to undertake
since incomes in the State already are low. Personal income per school-
age child in 1957-58 was $8,662 for the United States, but it was only
$5,854 for West Virginia. Although 2.91 per cent of the personal income
in the United States was spent on public education, in West Virginia it
was 3.14 per cent.'" These data suggest that a general upgrading of
public education in West Virginia and in the Appalachian area would
require federal aid.
In addition to overall improvement of the educational system, there
is need for a shift in emphasis. Since opportunities in agriculture are
extremely limited, it would seem wise to terminate much of the training
in vocational agriculture and direct it toward job areas of greatest
employment potential. How much nonfarm vocational training should
be substituted for vocational agriculture courses now taught is open to
question. Many of the skills needed in industry are so speciaHzed that
they cannot be taught in tlie usual high school. However, some that can
be taught will be obsolete by the time the trained student enters the
labor force. Perhaps this suggests a higher quality of general education-
education tliat will provide the student with the mental tools for learning
needed skills on the job, and for adapting himself to the more urban
environment into which he will move.
Appalachian farmers would apparently look with favor upon some
of the suggested changes. In the West Virginia survey, three-fourths
were in favor of federal aid to the local schools. Three-fourths believed
that vocational training for nonfarm employment was as important or
more important than training in agriculture. Ninety-five per cent thought
that young people needed at least a high school education.
48 U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education, Preliminary
Statistics of State School Systems, 1959-1960, Circular No. 663 (Washington: Government Prmtmg
Office, 1961) p. 6. . . ^ ,, . , o .
49 Data are from Samuel Schloss and Carol Joy Hobson, "Statistics of State School Systems;
1957-58, Organization, Staff, PupUs, and Finances," Biennial Survey of Education in the United
States, 1956-58. OE-20020-58, Chapter 2, U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
Office of Education. The public school system includes all public full-time elementary and secondary





APPENDIX TABLE 1. Comparison of the Distributions of Farms and
Fann Operators in West Virginia and the Appalachian Area with
Respect to Gross Farm Sales, Days Worked Off-Farm by Operator,
and Age of Operator, 1954 Census of Agriculture
West Virgini? Appalachian area






































































































67,841 100.0 110,226 100.1
» Totals do not always agree due to varying rates of reporting.
•> Percentages do not always total to 100.0 due to rounding.
" The 1954 Census of Agriculture records the age distributions of farmers at two levels of
aggregation: all farmers by states and commercial farmers by subregions. This comparison, there-
fore, is between all farmers in West Virginia and commercial farmers in the Appalachian area.
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APPENDIX TABLE 2. Procedure for Calculating Average Net Income






Average net income from farming,
West Virginia farm operators*
Average cash receipts from farm marketings,
West Virginia farm operators'*
Estimated average cash receipts from farm market-
ings, sample of West Virginia open-country
farm operators"'
Estimated cash receipts from farm marketings.
West Virginia open-country farm operators'
Estimated average net income from farming,
West Virginia open-country farm operators'
Estimated average income from off-farm v^'ork.
West Virginia open-country farm operators
Estimated average income from transfer payments
and nonfarm investment, West Virginia open-
county farm operators
Estimated average income from off-farm sources.
West Virginia open-country farm operators
(line 6 + line 7)
Estimated average net income. West Virginia
farm operators^''
« U. S. Department of Agriculture, The Farm Income Situation. F15 175, September 1959, p. 17.
^ "State Estimates of Farm Income, 1949-59," a supplement to the July 1960 issue of The Farm
Income Situation, August 1960, and "Number of Farms by States, 1910-56 and 1957-58," November
1957 and March, 1959.
"The 757 farm-operator sample survey average was $2,215 for the period June 1, 1956 to May
31, 1957. This value was adjusted to the 1956 calendar year on the basis of the relation between
average receipts for all farmers in 1956 and 1957 in line 2.
1 This estimate may be too high in view of the fact that open-country farmers make up at
least 10 per cent of all farmers whose average receipts were $1,526.
8 These amounts were calculated on the assumption that year-to-year receipts varied about the
base year (1956) by the same proportion for open-country farmers as for all West Virginia farmers.
* These amounts were calculated on the assumption that receipts and net income from farming
bore the same relation to each other for open-country farmers as for all West Virginia farmers.
sThe 1956 estimate was obtained by adjusting average off-farm income for the period June
1, 1956, to May 31, 1957, from the sample survey of 757 farm operators. The adjustment was made
on the assumption that off-farm work income varied annually with employment levels in non-
agricultural establishments in West Virginia (reported in Statistical Abstract of the United States,
1958, p. 214).
h Average value for the 469 farm-operator sample survey.
' The amount for 1956 from the 1957 farm-operator sample survey was adjusted upward on the
basis of a more complete enumeration of transfer payments and nonfarm investment income made
in the 469 farm-operator sample survey.
i There may be some upward bias in these estimates due to the overestimate of income from
farming (see footnote*).
* Average net income for open-country farmers is assumed to equal that of all farmers. Open-
country farmers earn more from farming and less from off-farm employment. Since these factors
tend to offset each other and since perhaps 85 to 90 per cent of all farmers are in the open
country, the two groups might be expected to earn about the same income from all sources.
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APPENDIX TABLE 3. Procedure for Calculating Average Net Income
of United States Farmers
Item 1956 1957 1958
1. Average net income of all farmers from farming*
2. Estimated average off-farm income of all farmers"..
3. Estimated average net income of all farmers










» U. S. Department of Agriculture, "State Estimates of Farm Income 1949-59," a supplement
to the July 1960 issue of The Farm Income Situation, August 1960, p. 9.
*>The amounts in line 2 were obtained by dividing the annual net income of the farm popula-
tion from non-agricultural sources by the number of farms in the relevant years. These data are
reported in Farm Income Situation for July 1960, pp. 34, 40.
APPENDIX TABLE 4. Procedure for Calculating Average Net Income
of United States Commercial Farmers











1. Average net income of all farmers from
farming"
2. Average net income of commercial farmers
from farming''
3. Estimated average net income of commercial
farmers from farming"
4. Estimated off-farm income*
5. Estimated average net income of commercial





» U. S. Department of Agriculture, "State Estimates of Farm Income 1949-59," a supplement
to the July issue of The Farm Income Situation, August 1960, p. 9.
•» Ernest W. Grove, "Per Capita Income by Economic Class of Farm. 1949," Agricultural
Economics Research, Vol. VIII, No. 2, April 1956, p. 53, col. 6.
= These amounts were calculated on the assumption that year-to-year net income from farming
varied about the base year (1949) by the same proportion for commercial farmers as for all
farmers.
^ The amounts in line 4 were obtained by the same procedure described for line 3. Off-farm
income to commercial farmers for 1949 is reported in Agricultural Economics Research, April 1956,
p. 53. Other data required for this calculation, annual net income of the farm population from
non-agricultural sources and number of farms, are reported in The Farm Income Situation for
July 1960, p. 34 and p. 40, col. 1.
Construction of Modified Farm-Operator Family
Level-of-Living Index for Counties of the U. S.
A modified farm-operator family level-of-living index was developed
using the statistical techniques employed in constructing the U. S.
Department of Agriculture's index.' The index formula developed by
workers in the Department of Agriculture was constructed from county
data in the 1945 Census on four items which previous research had
shown to be related to level of living. Factor analysis was used to weight
the items and appropriate statistical techniques were then applied to
make the scores more conventional. The U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture's formula in final form is:
' This technique is described in Margaret Jarman Hagood and Daniel O. Price, Statistics for
Sociologists, Revised Edition (New York: Henry Holt and Co., 1952) pp. 526-530, 537-541.
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Lb« = .538 Xi + .603 X2 + .617 Xa + .275 X*
when
Xi == per cent of farms with electricity
Xa = per cent of farms with telephones
X3 = per cent of farms with automobiles
X* = average value of products sold or traded, in hundreds of
dollars.
The modified formula developed in the present study was con-
structed from county data in the 1954 Census on seven items which were
assumed to be related to level of living. In addition to per cent of farms
with electricity, with telephones and with automobiles, were per cent
of farms with television sets, piped running water, home freezers, and
motor trucks. Factor analysis was used to select the items most highly
correlated with level of living as well as to weight these items. The
modified formula in final form is:
I195. = .356 Xi + .422 Xa + .624 X» + .493 X*
when
Xi = per cent of farms with telephones
Xa = per cent of farms with piped running water
Xa = per cent of farms with home freezers
X4 = per cent of farms with automobiles.
The two formulas have two items in common—per cent of farms with
telephones and with automobiles. In the modified formula per cent of
farms with piped running water and per cent of farms with home freezers
substitute for per cent of farms with electricity and average value of
products sold or traded. The former item failed in the process of factor
analysis to correlate well with level of living ("first factor") presumably
because by 1954 most farmers had electricity and hence this item had
lost its discriminating power. The latter item was excluded from con-
sideration because it was believed to be the item that biased ( downward
)
the level-of-living scores for Appalachian farmers.
The index used by the U. S. Department of Agriculture and the
index developed in this study yield similar results. When the level-of
-
living score for the average U. S. county is set at 100, the two indexes
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Calculation of Indirect Income Effects of Farm Programs:
Estimation of Commodities Purchased
Estimates of purchases were limited to price-supported commodities
used in Appalachian farm production—feed grains and the edible feed
by-products of other commodities.^ Estimates were based on data from
three sources: the Bureau of the Census, the Crop Reporting Service,
and Southern States Cooperative, a feed manufacturing firm.
The estimating procedure consisted of five steps:
1. Average expenditure per Appalachian farm was estimated for
grains and grain by-products, protein feeds, commercial mixed feeds,
and supplements for poultry, dairy, hogs, and other livestock. This esti-
mate was made by interpolating these item expenditures for farmers in
the South Atlantic and the East South Central regions of the United
States as reported in Farmers Expenditures in 1955 by Regions.^ The
Appalachian area Hes in these two regions and the interpolation was
made on the basis of the proportion of farms lying in each.
2. Average per farm item expenditures were multiplied by the
number of Appalachian farms in 1954 to yield Appalachian expenditures
for each of these feed items.
3. Since tliese estimates of item expenditures were desired for 1954
rather than 1955 they were adjusted to 1954 by multiplying each item
expenditure by the ratio of 1954 to 1955 total feed expenditures."*
4. Item expenditures were divided by prices Appalachian farmers
paid for these items in 1954. This calculation converted expenditures
into quantities purchased.
5. Since some of the items were in the form of commercially mixed
feeds, the further step of breaking these down into their component parts
was necessary. This was accomplished by means of commercial feed
formulas used in 1954 in the Appalachian area by a major feed manufac-
turing firm. Southern States Cooperative, Inc. The number of pounds
of a component feed was obtained by multiplying the number of pounds
of that feed in a hundredweight of commercial feed by the number of
hundredweights purchased. This was done for each of the component
feeds in each of the kinds of commercially mixed feeds. Amounts of each
kind of component feed were totaled and these totals added to the
amounts of feeds purchased unmixed to yield grand totals of each of the
feed commodities and their by-products. The grand totals were divided
by appropriate numbers to yield bushels, hundredweights or tons of
commodity or by-product purchased by Appalachian farmers in 1954.
2 Non-feed inputs were considered too minor to be included here; linseed oil and turpentine
(gum naval stores) for use in paints are examples.
3 U. S. Department of Agriculture and U. S. Department of Commerce, U. S. Department of
Agriculture Statistical Bulletin No. 224, April 1958, p. 126.
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APPENDIX TABLE 7. Livestock and Land Inventory, Physical Output











































Grade 10,000 3,500.0 $ 2.88









Cull 350 12.25 25.00
calves cwt. cwt.
Male calves sold 10.00


































































18 Cull 850 153.0 17.30 2,646.90
cows cwt. cwt.





13 Cull 85 11.05 7.00 77.35
ewes cwt. cwt.















• The data are based on the assumption that modern production methods and techniques are
*> The dairy farm was budgeted by an Interdepartmental committee of the Division of Agricul-
ture, West Virginia University.
« For the most part, long-term normal prices were used. These are published in Agricultural
Price and Cost Projections, (for official use only), Agricultural Research Service-Agricultural
Marketing Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, September 1957.
* The beef-sheep farm was budgeted by the author in consultation with members of the Depart-
ment of Animal Husbandry and the Department of Agronomy, West Virginia University.
Incomes of Elderly Families in the 1959 West Virginia Survey
Appalachian farm family income was consi(iered low if less than
$4,000. Because needs of elderly families^ are fewer, acceptable living
levels can be maintained with less income. A "modest but adequate"
level of living was assumed to be within reach of single retired in-
dividuals with incomes of $1,500 and retired couples with incomes of
$2,100. Large families were assumed to require $600 more income for
each additional member, until a maximum of $4,000 was reached.
On the basis of this schedule most of the incomes of elderly famiKes
in the West Virginia survey were inadequate (Appendix Table 8).
Incomes of two-thirds of the families were seriously inadequate in that
they were less than two-thirds of the required minimums. One-fourth
had inadequate incomes and only one-eighth had adequate incomes.
The seriousness of the income problem among the aged in this study
appears to vary directly with size of family. While some l-to-4-member
families had adequate incomes, none of the 5-to-7-member famihes had
adequate incomes. While some l-to-5-member families had adequate
incomes, some inadequate and some seriously inadequate, almost aU
6-to-7-member famihes had seriously inadequate incomes.
5 Families whose heads are 65 years of age or over.
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Elderly farm families may be larger in the Appalachian area than
in the United States generally. In the West Virginia survey, 49 per cent
were l-to-2-member families; 23 per cent were 3-member families; and
28 per cent were 4-or-more-member famihes; in a nationwide survey
conducted in 1956, the figures were 72 per cent, 14 per cent, and 14
per cent, respectively.' At the time of the West Virginia survey, unem-
ployment was high in the neighboring industrial centers, and many
children, who otherwise Hve in the industrial cities, were at home with
their parents "waiting out" the recession. These "secondary famihes"
were included as members of the older families if they had been hving
in their households for three months prior to the time of the survey. In
some families a son or daughter feels the obligation to stay with the
parents and to care for them in their declining years.
Thus the income problem of older families per se may not be as
serious as the data indicate. But the income problem for households
of elderly families is serious and will continue to be so until employment
opportunities become available to employable members. Even when
this happens, a problem remains for the aged families since half of the
larger households ( 4-or-more-members ) had incomes inadequate even
for two-member famihes.^ If all 4-or-more-member households were
reduced to three, under favorable employment conditions, three-fourths
of all older families in the survey would still have an income problem.
Thus, most elderly famihes on smaU farms have incomes inadequate for
their needs.
A major difference in income sources between groups of famihes
with adequate, inadequate, or seriously inadequate incomes was the
proportion receiving social security benefits and the amounts received
(Appendix Table 9). While 90 per cent of the famihes in the first
group received benefits, only 68 per cent in the second, and only 51
per cent in the third did. While 54 per cent of the famihes in the first
group received benefits amounting to $1,100 or more annually, only
22 per cent of the second group and 9 per cent of the third group did.
6 James D. Cowhig and Emily O. Stewart in The Older Farm Family and Medical Costs,
Agriculture Information Bulletin No. 235, Agricultural Marketing Service, U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C, December 1960, p. 12.
7 Footnote'^, Appendix Table 8.
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APPENDIX TABLE 9. Income Sources of Older Farmers According











Number of families'' 75.33 9.50 19.00
Social Security received benefits
none




Off-farm work income ($l-$699)
Net rent from farm land and buildings ($l-$699)
Interest and dividends ($1-$ 1,100 and over)
Royalties from coal, oil or gas ( $1-$1,100
and over )
Unemployment compensation
Old age pension, aid to blind, etc.
($1-$1,100 and over)
Workers compensation ($l-$899)
Military service disability benefits ($1-$1,099)-
Other military service connected payments
( $1-$1,099 )
Aid for children or other relatives ($l-$899)
Other nonfarm sources ($1-$1,099)













































* The measure of income adequacy is described in Appendix Table 8.
•* Decimals result from the fact that the data were drawn from a disproportionate sample.
Sampling
Part of the data cited in this report were compiled from two sample
surveys of West Virginia farm families and one sample survey of West
Virginia small farms. Information on eligibility requirements, sampling
procedure, data collection, and representativeness of the samples is given
in this Appendix.
Sample of 757 Farm Families (1957)
This sample survey was designed to obtain data on income and Fed-
eral Price Support Program participation from a representative group of
West Virginia farm families.
To be included in the sample the family must have operated a farm
in the 12 calendar months prior to the enumeration period, June-August,
1957. The 1954 Census of Agriculture definition of a farm was used.
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A farm family was defined as a group composed of the farm operator and
those persons related by blood, marriage, or adoption who lived with
him; the concept included single individuals who were farm operators.
Probability area sampHng procedures were used to designate the
areal segments to be included in the sample. The sampHng rate was
1/35. The sample consisted of 393 open-country segments in 24 of the
55 counties in the State. Since incorporated towns and cities and unin-
corporated places meeting certain population minimums were excluded,
the sample is more properly one of open-country farm-operator families
in the State. Places were identified as farms by the enumerators by a
"yes" answer to one of the two questions: (if more than three acres were
operated) "Did you produce $150 of farm products in addition to your
garden?"; or, (if less than three acres were operated) "Did you sell at
least $150 of farm products?"
Enumerators surveyed the farm families in the sample segments in
June, July, and August of 1957. In addition to completing the schedules,
enumerators mapped each of the segments, locating and identifying the
residences therein whether farm or nonfarm. This information was
recorded on farm identification sheets. Respondents refusing to give
interviews were subsequently revisited by the survey supervisor; respond-
ents not at home were visited a total of three times before being excluded
from the survey. A total of 4,190 schedules was completed, of which 757
were farm and 3,433 nonfarm. There were 18 families not at home and
11 refusals, of which 5 were farm. The farm-family refusals and the
not-at-home families, assuming they were all farm families, together
constitute about 2 per cent of the sample.
A comparison of the West Virginia and the sample distributions—
by economic class of farm, size of farm in acres, off-farm work by oper-
ator, and age of operator—indicates that the sample is reasonably repre-
sentative (Appendix Table 10). The larger distortions can be explained
in part by the open-country nature of the sample. Farms in the open
country tend to be larger, to sell more products, and their operators
tend toward less off-farm employment. Some of the distortion can be
explained by the difference in time periods under consideration. Data
for West Virginia farmers are from the Census for 1954, while the sample
survey was made for the year ending May 13, 1957. And finally, census
data are based on a 10 per cent under-enumeration of farms which might
result in a non-open-country bias since the under-enumeration may
very likely occur in the more isolated areas.®
a The Crop Reporting Board (in "Number of farms by States, 1910-56, Revised Estimates,"
SpSy 3(57) ) estimated 76,000 farms in West Virginia in 1954 while the Census of Agriculture for
that year recorded 68,583.
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APPENDIX TABLE 10. A Comparison of the Distributions of Farms
and Farm Operators of West Virginia and a Sample Survey of 757
Open-Country Farm-Operator Families with Respect to Economic
Class of Farm, Size of Farm in Acres, Days Worked Off-Farm by
Operator, and Age of Operator, 1957
WEST VIRGINIA" SAMPLE SURVEY














































































































































































Total" 67,841 100.0 756 100.0
Average age 53.0 54.3
* Census of Agriculture for 1954.
»» Totals do not always agree due to varying rates of reporting.
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Sample of 469 Farm Families (1959)
This sample survey was designed to obtain data on income, attitudes,
and related attributes for a representative group of West Virginia farm
families.
To be included in the sample, the family in 1958 must have operated
a farm as defined by the 1954 Agricultural Census. The definition of a
farm family was that used in the 1957 sample.
This sample was a composite of two sub-samples. One of the sub-
samples consisted of 325 non-tobacco farm families drawn from the 1957
sample stratified by age.' The other sub-sample consisted of 144 farm
famiHes drawn from a Hst of West Virginia tobacco farmers, stratified
by county and by age.'° Within each sub-sample the number drawn
from each age group corresponded with the proportion in that age group
in the 1957 survey. Tobacco farmers were sampled at a rate 6 times that
of non-tobacco farmers.
Since the two sub-samples were drawn using different designs,
statistical estimation from the composite sample would be difficult. To
reduce this difficulty, data from the tobacco sub-sample were reduced
to 1/6 and combined with data from the other sub-sample, and the
resulting composite sample was assumed to be simple random. The data
for 325 non-tobacco farmers from one sub-sample were combined with the
data for 144 tobacco farmers reduced to 24 to yield, in effect, a sample
of 349 famihes. The sample is compared with the population.
Enumerators surveyed the families in May-July of 1959. Respond-
ents refusing to give interviews were subsequently revisited by the
survey supervisor; respondents not at home were visited a total of three
times before being excluded. From the 498 families drawn in the sample,
469 useable schedules were obtained. Twenty-nine schedules were not
used; 17 families had moved into town or out of the county, 8 had
refused interviews, and 4 were not at home. These 29 unused schedules
constitute about 6 per cent of the unweighted sample.
A comparison of the West Virginia and the sample distributions—
by economic class of farm, size of farm in acres, off-farm work by the
operator, and age of operator—indicates that the sample is reasonably
representative (Appendix Table 11).
Sample of 100 Small West Virginia Farmers
This sample survey was designed to obtain data on the kinds and
amounts of agriculturally useable land in and contiguous to a repre-
sentative group of West Virginia small farms.
9 The age groups were the same as those used by the agricultural censuses.
10 The list was provided by the state office of the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Committee and stratification was done by county ASC office personnel.
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To be included in the sample, a farm must have had total sales less
than $5,000 during the calendar year preceding the enumeration period
of the first sample, June-August 1957.
Stratified simple random sampling procedures were used in drawing
the sample.
The State was stratified by counties on the basis of land resource
areas." The stratification showing the counties, and the number and
per cent of small farms in each is recorded in Appendix Table 12.
A county or, at most two, was selected to represent each important
stratum. To be selected a county had to be one which was surveyed in
1957, since this provided the geographic locations of small farms. The
distribution of counties in the 1957 sample was such that one or two
counties were surveyed in each of the major strata. Having selected
the counties to represent the major land resource areas, the small farms
to be included in this sample were drawn at random from the pre-
dominantly small-farm segments in the county, the number drawn in
each county to correspond with the proportion that the small farms in
that stratum made up of the State's total of small farms.
Since the object of this sample was to determine the possibility
of increasing the land resources of small farms by expansion, it was
necessary to exclude from the sample small farms with little or no
possibility of physical enlargement. Small farms, located in segments
predominated by large farms, have little possibility of expansion. If
a segment had as many large as small farms, the small farms in that
segment were excluded from the drawing. Following this rule, 48 farms,
or 8 per cent of the small farms in the 1957 sample, were excluded
from the drawing.
Through the use of the 1957 sample materials, the residences of
farms in this sample were identified on county maps. Through the use
of a Soils Map Legend, the soils maps (scale: 1 inch = 1320 feet), on
which the sample farms were located, were identified.
" U. S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, Land Resource Map of West
Virginia, February 1958.
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APPENDIX TABLE 11. A Comparison of the Distributions of Farms
and Farm Operators of West Virginia and a Sample Survey of
469 Open-Country Farm-Operator Families with Respect to
Economic Class of Farm, Size of Farm in Acres, Days Worked
Off-Farm by Operator, and Age of Operator, 1959
WEST VIRGINIA" SAMPLE SURVEY"
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Age of operator (years)








65 and over 24.3
Total'' 67,841 100.00 349.0 100.1
» Census of Agriculture for 1954. ...... ^ ,. ,.
This sample of 469 farmers was a composite of two sub-samples with different sampling rates.
Data from the sample with the higher rate was "reduced" by weighting and when combined with
the data from the other sub-sample yielded in effect a sample of 349 families. Numbers of farms and
farm operators are not always integers as a result. - . .,. * „t„„„e f«
c Totals do not always agree due to varying rates of reporting; in the case of percentages to
rounding.
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APPENDIX TABLE 12. Location of Farms by Land Resource Area
and County, Sample of 100 Small West Virginia Farms
Area and Counties"


















































































































APPENDIX TABLE 12. (Continued)
Area and Counties'

































































* When a county was divided by a Land Resource Area boundary so that part of the county was
in one area and part in another, the whole county was included in the area which made up the
larger of the two parts. Two areas, the Northern Blue Ridge Mountains and the Greenbrier Lime-
stone Valley were excluded from the list of areas since neither was extensive enough to include the
larger part of any single county.
•> Census of Agriculture for 1954.
« Does not add to 100 per cent due to rounding.
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